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OUR FIFTIETH BIRTHDAY
Dorothy Pilley Richards

H

OW and why have a PINNACLE CLUB: A climbing club
where women led other women unaided and safely? Before
the Pinnacle Club was founded the answers to these questions
were not a bit as easy to supply as they have seemed since. Most
men climbers then, if they gave the idea a moment's attention,
thought it at least very odd. Not too many women climbers really
thought it a practicable scheme. The WHY was, from the first,
rather clearer than the How. A number of abilities have to come
together to make a competent mountaineer. All have been much
discussed and I will not try to detail them again here. The doubt
to which the Pinnacle Club offered an answer was whether these
abilities could develop as fully, and as things then were, within
mixed parties as they could in a feminine rope. You don't really
learn as well as you might without taking real responsibilities.
As to How—for the Founding of the Club, as I look back to
that now—it seems to me to have turned chiefly on Pat Kelly. She
became the How. For some years before it was founded, she had
been saying to sympathetic women climbers, "We should have a
Club of our own!" I have written (in Climbing Days, pp. 83-7)
about reasons; and (in "'Forty Years Back," the Pinnacle Journal,
No. 9, 1959-60) about what would-be women climbers had to put
up with by way of mockery and waggery in the late 'teens and
early twenties of this century. The founding of the Club might
have waited long without her combination of gifts: her superla
tive ability and composure as a climber; her interest in other
people's climbing; her not a bit "feministic" estimations of people's
abilities; and, not least, her humorous, infectious enthusiasm. But
how to crystallise one's respect and love for anyone who could do
what she did? A portrait of her and an appreciation opens the
first number of our Journal, 1924.
She had believed, before most of us, that not until the full
responsibility for a party of women climbers was being, normally
and as a matter of course, carried by women, would their poten
tialities be properly brought out. This seems, perhaps, obvious
today. But, it is worth noting again how solid the opposition
President 1970—Janet Rogers
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could be, open and veiled, most often just taken for granted, ex
pressed by raising of an eye-brow or mirth. The "Of course, a
woman driver" thing again!
One of the reasons, I take it, that climbing has had so strong
a hold upon so many of us, is that the requirements it demands
and the penalties it exacts are so clear-cut and so severe. With
many sports and games: in golf, tennis, skating and shuffle board,
etc., mistakes, failures in competence, hardly have consequences
which—for oneself and for others—seriously matter. In climbing
it can so easily be otherwise. And again, climbing as of those days
—free climbing without use of what we then called "artificial aids"
—was so simple: your own self-reliant body and mind, your
judgment and skill and will, came straight up against the most
elementary obstacles: honest to goodness or treacherous rock,
snow and ice, as you found it.
That so soon after the Pinnacle Club came at last into being,
little more than a year after its founding, an almost non-climbing
accidental upsetting of a rock on Tryfan killed Pat Kelly (April
17th, 1922) looks like a grim challenge to any alleged justice of
events. Marginal chances, we all know, can seem to impugn the
wisest counsels. We know it so well, humanity has known it so
long, that we have learnt how to swallow it. After that disaster,
responsibility for developing and keeping the Club together fell
heavily on others. Easy to forget, as most of us did, how much
some gave up for that.
Of those founding and early members vignettes cannot say
very much to those who have not known them: Mabel Barker, a
natural nomad and the first woman up Central Buttress, Scafell;
Lilian Bray, direct, vivid, dictatorial, a true Judge's daughter, tak
ing a tin slipper-bath, as a matter of course, to the Alps; Dr. Corbett, demure as a Jane Austin heroine, though a Jehu when driv
ing her car, our senior member; Mrs. Daniell (the fine novelist,
E. H. Young), leader of the first ascent of Hope (Minerva then);
Ruth Hale, ready to try whatever lead came up but killed by a
mis-step in the High Tatra; Mabel Jeffrey, whose Edinburgh
house was a perch for any Pinnacler en route for Scottish moun
tains: she looked like a bright robin with sparkling eyes; Gabriel
Eden-Smith, commonly carrying an awkward but choice packet,
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such as a basket of strawberries to share on a climb, a great
organiser of ropes; Helen Bryan and Evelyn Pirie, of the Coniston
Climbing Hut, with their vast barons of beef and fantastic tales of
early Indian days; Daloni and Penelope Seth Hughes, whose
operatic charades were uproarious entertainment and who climbed
like sylphs; Susan Harper and Marjorie Heyes Jones, who would
tell bloodcurdling ghost stories in the dusk—preparatory to our
exits in shoulder-high nettles outside the Nant Gwynant Hut; Len
Young, who wrote such distinguished, lively reviews for the Jour
nal; Mary Glynne, with unforgettable Welsh legends; Evelyn
Lowe, with her great strength, sacrificing herself to lead novices
for the Club and a main contributor to its early growth; Brenda
Richie, who seemed somehow to weigh nothing as she drifted up
her leads; Nea Morin, a little later, with her long legs in elegant
white stockings decorating the severest slabs in the district. And
there were Harriet Turner, trained on Gritstone, a small elf,
nimbly doing so many helpful hut-chores; Annette Wilson with
her wit and her way of grinding her teeth when asleep which se
cured her that corner for her cot by the stove; Marjorie Wood,
with her delicate water-colour paintings for our Annual Dinner
Menus; Alison Adam, serene second on an exacting lead. And
Annie (Wells) Hirst, doing, with Bray and me, in 1921, the first
women-only traverse of the Egginergrat. It was her two sisters,
Trilby and Biddy Wells, who made, with Bray, the first all-women
traverse of the entire Coolin Ridge. How can I mention more than
a few who shared our sense of a new era? Others I have tried to
sketch elsewhere. But this will become like a Parish Magazine if
I even attempt to include all of the faithful early group with their
various characteristics.
As to my own climbing then and of late: well, there is a con
trast. It is the human fate that waits for most of us. I can only
quote Yeats' Crazy Jane:
God be with the days when I
Cared not a thraneen for what chanced
So that I had the limbs to try
Such a dance as there was danced.
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ID CROSS says they used bull rings but the very first carabiners may have been quick release links developed by a muni
cipal fire service in Austria. My first was ex-Service on a hemp
sling and it was employed in belaying only, which was why people
thought the full complement was no more than two. They weren't
used at runners because on the whole we didn't know about falling
off. We retreated, and called it piking.
Twenty-five years ago the sub-culture evolved round ex-Ser
vice men and women who, because and not despite the fact that
they were of the time if not the generation that dropped the Bomb,
cared about living. Death, like a bullet, was something with your
name on it and had no association with the present. One adopted
and adapted creeds to suit life, which was climbing. Even pain was
without our orbit; pain, like suffering, came with responsibility.
So where failure didn't exist, we climbed on hemp ropes of
diminutive diameter and with run-outs so long that delight was
epitomised by two ropes tied together and no protection on a grey
slab on Glyder Fawr.
It was a time when clinkers were going out and Commando
soles coming in but those who believed you climbed on your feet
with no short-cuts were experimenting with tricounis under the
impression that they were the first to do it. This was a short space
that was without irony called peace-time and you could get tri
counis again: No. 6, 1,7, and a vicious piece the size of a pony's
shoe called the Brigham Plate. This fashion for experiment in nails
was tiresome for those whose best performances were on dry rock
in bare feet or plimsolls. Now, the wet and windy hiatus between
October and the Snow had to be a testing ground of technique.
Ambiguously, learning to climb in nails marked the end of a free
wheeling era when one got up by natural ability and luck.
The curious, even compulsive, quest to find out if one toenail on a curly sole would hold, ushered in an interlude of com
petitiveness and attendant protection. Climbing in the wet and in
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nails lowered morale as well as standards, and relief came only
with the first true snow, with a return to fundamentals and to
Scotland if one wasn't there already living, or rather enduring in
bothies or digs, in terrible nine-to-five jobs, waiting for the falls to
consolidate.
Then the great classics weren't climbed as they are today. Zero
wasn't climbed at all, and Green Gully was the climax to a week
or even weeks of crescendo on the Ben. Now Green is climbed by
Y.H.A. courses (but farther left leaders still have shoulders on the
Man Trap).
Ben Nevis was a milestone, a stage in an education which by
now was recognised as such. The Alps weren't visited until after a
Scottish winter season. My first indication that people climbed
abroad without previous experience came when a potential Hima
layan expeditionist refuted a suggestion that one should learn on
snow in Britain: "There'll be time to learn to cut steps when we
get there."
The French may learn on the aiguilles, and Zermatt cut its
teeth on the Dom but the smoothness of the wall, the angle of the
ice aren't prime factors. These are weather and conditions with
which people of an alpine country are familiar, if not personally
then through their mass media. No Frenchman, after Isere, can be
unaware of the dangers of avalanches. One can learn abroad but
learning in one's own country increases the safety margin, some
thing the Scots have been aware of for decades with their segre
gated accident reports hammering home the message that more
English come to grief than Scots in Scottish winters.
Plus $a change, plus c'est la meme chose. It all depends. We
were trained too. We didn't have guides or organisations; we had
gods instead. Their instruction was casual, unconventional; a re
mark or a glance could change one's climbing. If the right man
asked at the right time if you were secure on greasy holds with
undercuts for the hands or how you could reverse a lunge, then
you never forgot the circumstances nor the move even though you
survived the first and learned to do the second properly.
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Nietzsche would have been fascinated. Lying at the foot of
Scafell, lounging on the Cioch, one watched and identified and yet
appeared so coolly objective and then one lost one's cool and fell
in love and no one could say where mortality ended and the gods
began. So we learned to climb without the slightest idea that any
thing was happening, anything else, that is.
We haven't changed, only the ambience. The Russian rock
climbing championships inspire only mild indignation. Haven't we,
in years of after-dinner speaking, been advocating just this? What
spy (they penetrate, you know) was present on which occasion,
took notes and thus absorbed our blue-print along with Dickensian
squalor into the British legend as seen by the U.S.S.R?
But if rock climbing championships are a Good Thing, are in
structional films? Surely this is the acme of organisation: 2084?
Whoever fell in love with a film loop?
They (not we) are now cosseted to the grave—not from the
cradle judging by a count of blue babies strapped to hearty pro
gressive warm parents' backs in an autumn gale on Snowdon. Nor
must we forget those a little older dragged up hard routes from
God knows what suspect motives. No, the kids aren't sheltered—
chivvied along the Miners' Track with grumbling appendices; one
wonders if their leaders derive some essential support from such
charges like chaps with Alsatians or noisy sports cars. It isn't sur
prising, accepting this premise, that adults should cosset each other
as soon as they reach the age of consent: shelters for the lost and
fifty-gallon oil drums for their litter on top of the wild and hostile
Carneddau, painted scarlet flashes from Capel Curig to Glyder
Fawr for those who can't use a compass. When are we going to
have handrails down the Kitchen syncline and the east wall of the
Slabs?
There is a frenetic compulsion to develop every conceivable
size and shape of protection. Why does the leader carry fifteen,
twenty nuts on a Diff? There's no disparagement implied if he
The Great Tower, Ben Nevis
Copyright Air Ministry
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finds it hard; no nice person would say only the best people do the
hardest climbs—but if this Diff. specimen is so obsessed with
safety on a Difficult, shouldn't he be on a Moderate?
In the middle years one can at least see what Jerry Wright
was driving at when he suggested that runners pushed up the
standard artificially. Over forty, one appreciates tapes because of
the higher breaking strain but one contemplates with detached
amusement the fact that when tired or stale one's slings melt away
on a long run-out where normally they would stay to the top, ob
scuring every hold on slabs and clanking. Rationalisation says that
you can't afford to have a week or a month off work; nowadays
you have too many commitments. This is something you grow
into: if you haven't got much left you want to preserve the illus
trious remains—but twenty years ago rock was for getting up, not
for falling from.
Perhaps it doesn't matter, perhaps the love of rock for rock's
sake has missed only a generation and not all of that. If They are
rebelling against us for our sense of progress and discovery, if
They, the great conformers are revolting against the explorers, then
their children too will rebel and even now there are kids in their
formative years: the ones-to-sevens, who will ignore the textbooks
and the film loops and Sir in his beautiful breeches clinking and
clanking like an alloy chastity belt, and they will make gods of the
wicked soloists which is all very right and proper.
Ultimately there is no need to deplore the new establishment
when it breeds the kind of rebel who, in his fifth decade, does two
north faces and the Pear on raisins, the younger one who crawls
down to the road alone with fractured wrists, and the youngest of
all who by-passes authority, whether Dad or the Character Development Master, to follow his own line up the wall.

Janet Rodgers leading Terriers Tooth, Chair Ladder
photo by Ken Wilson
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CLIMBING IN THE A.C.T.
Kath Hoskins

/CANBERRA, the capital of Australia, is a city which has its
V^x own state, the Australian Capital Territory, with a natural
boundary in the Brindabella mountains lying to the west of the
city. At the Northern end of the range, about 30 miles from the
city centre, is Mount Corree, one of the few places steep and
craggy enough to rise above the dense Australian bush.
We stood sweating in the hot sunshine on Mount Coree one
day last January, watching our friends finishing a route, when we
suddenly realised that a black belt of rain was sweeping across the
bush covered valley towards us. Minutes later, half blinded by tor
rential rain and hail, and deafened by thunder, the lightning strik
ing dangerously close, I was leading the way through waist high
vegetation to the shelter of the bush fire watcher's hut, when I
realised with horror that we were not the only ones seeking shelter.
I hastily reversed to prevent my next step bringing my foot down
on a six-foot venomous black snake which, slowed down by the
sudden fall in temperature, was winding its way through the bush.
After a slight deviation we reached the hut soaked to the skin,
thinking of our friends still on the crag and wondering why such
huts were necessary. However an hour later the hot sunshine had
returned and we were able to steam gently and dry ourselves out
side.
This was the third successive Sunday that we had been rained
off the Corree crags, a fact that we were reminded of continually
as we drove back along the bush road, carefully avoiding fallen
branches, rocks and deep water filled holes, all the results of pre
vious storms. These roads, which would be considered as only
suitable for Land Rovers at home, are used regularly by the Aus
tralians who expect their large Holdens to cope with every surface.
Carved out of the mountainside with a foundation of large rocks,
and a surface of smaller ones, they are intended for use by the
bush fire watchers who continually patrol these areas in the sum
mer.
Because of the inclement weather on Corree, the following
weekend we visited Booroomba, a large granite cliff on top of a
1-1
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mountain, visible from any of the high places in Canberra. Booroomba lies close to Honeysuckle Creek, a tracking station used by
N.A.S.A. in the recent moon mission, and fortunately for us has a
good sealed road leading to it, built by the Americans a few years
ago. This road is followed almost to the tracking station, then
three miles of bush road lead to a clearing where the cars are
parked.
As we sort out our gear, one of Australia's greatest assets, its
wild life, is very much in evidence as parrots screech and dare us
to move, then, when they fall silent, the haunting laugh of the
Kookaburra echoes around the valley. If our approach hasn't been
too noisy, grey kangaroos are often seen bounding away through
the trees, and there is evidence that wombats have recently snuffled
in the undergrowth. A faint track leading uphill is followed
through closely packed gum trees and waist high bushes and ferns,
care being taken to watch one's step closely. Apart from the pre
viously encountered hazard, gum trees tend to shed long strips of
bark almost continuously which wrap around one's ankles and
send one head over heels. After about a mile of ascending bush
walk with memories of the tropical house at Kew crowding your
mind, you suddenly break clear of the trees, see Canberra in the
distance, and realise that you are standing on top of a huge cliff.
This is the South buttress of Booroomba, about 150ft. high,
parts of which are reminiscent of the crags at Tremadoc. The stan
dard of most routes on this buttress and the rest of the crag are
mainly in the Severe-Mild VS grades (English Hard Severe-Hard
VS) so it is not a place for beginners. The crag has only been
climbed since 1966, and since the number of rock climbers in Can
berra is small, most ascents are numbered ascents, and several of
the harder climbs still wait a second ascent.
Traversing north across the hillside from the South Buttress,
some broken rocks are passed before the great North Buttress is
reached. About half a mile long and 600ft. high it contains some
of the hardest routes of the crag. The south end is broken into
steep slabs, cracks and overhangs, but the far north end would
delight Pinnaclers with its 500ft. delicate slab routes, usually
climbed as slabs should be—on dry rock in hot sunshine. On the
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steep slabs with few ledges all fear of snakes is lost, instead lizards
rush about apparently climbing almost vertical holdless slabs with
ease, then sit and share your belays only becoming a nuisance
when they insist on annexing the only available hold. Occasionally
a black shadow sweeps across the rocks as a large wedge-tailed
eagle looks for prey and checks on your movements. Cracks, if
possible, are inspected carefully before being used for holds, as
they could harbour the large black venomous Funnel Web spider.
A bite from one although not always fatal, would certainly make
one very ill and help is not easily available on such an isolated
cliff, with the nearest homestead four miles away.
On finishing routes a grove of flowering tea trees has to be
negotiated, care being taken not to tread on the untidy Lyre Bird
mounds, then a short struggle through the scrub leads to a clearing
where the other climbers wait.
Booroomba and Mount Corree are just two of the many
climbing areas in Australia. Doubtless we will have the oppor
tunity to visit some of the other areas during our stay here and
find out more about the delights and hazards of rock climbing
down-under.
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THE EARLY DAYS
Trilby Wells

In nineteen hundred and twenty-one,
The Pinnacle Club it was begun.

T

HIS is a quotation from a ditty written by John Hirst to mark
the founding of the Club—and now we are fifty years old!
In 1971 it will be half a century since Mrs. Kelly gathered together
sixty-odd women to form a Women's Climbing Club; now there
are only four original members left.

I really should have written sixty-odd without the hyphen,
because they were a very mixed lot. Nowadays, to become even
an Associate Member one has to (1) have general sympathy with
the aims of the Club, and (2) have some experience of rock-climb
ing and mountain walking. In the early days clause (1) often out
weighed heavily clause (2). I again quote John Hirst's lines written
just prior to the first Meet of the Club—
"And those who can't climb are admitted instead,
On a knowledge of knots and the use of the 'thread'."
I remember one rather naive member who had a great capa
city for getting lost. When we had a meet in Wasdale, staying at
Middle Row and sleeping at the Old Vicarage, she lost her way
between the two, and even walking up Sty Head to the Napes she
would lose her way or get into a bog. She had a quite wrong con
ception of the use of the rope. She came off quite regularly, mak
ing no attempt to attach herself to the rocks. I can see her swing
ing contentedly and with a pleasant smile looking up to her leader
and saying admiringly, "Oh, isn't Dr. Evans a strong man!" She
came off once on a large slab with no holds for either hands or
feet. Mrs. Eden Smith, who was leading, asked after a time whether
she was going up or down—"Oh, neither", was the reply, "I'm just
resting!" She used to wear a hat, quite attractive and becoming,
but found it rather a nuisance when climbing. Finally she dis
carded it when about to climb on Dow Crag. We couldn't leave it
rolling about, so we buried it as deeply as we could in the cave
below. I have been back there several times but have never seen
any Parisian styles budding forth!
Then at the other end of the scale there was Bray, a very
17
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strong personality and an excellent and experienced climber. She
lent life and colour to the Club. We always called her "Bray";
"Lilian" would have been too familiar, "Miss Bray" too formal.
She was a perfectionist in her way, a splendid leader, and gave
wonderful help to the beginners in the first years. She tended
rather to frighten people by her autocratic manner, but I always
found that a bit of "Yorkshire forthrightness" was a match for
her.
Mrs. Kelly, our Founder, was a wonderful person, kindly and
encouraging, and a beautiful climber to watch, dainty and grace
ful; alas! her untimely death was a blow to us all, and made us
determined that her brain-child, the Pinnacle Club, must carry on.
I think the standard of climbing which our members have now at
tained, is the greatest tribute to her memory.
In the early days, we had a great deal of help from menfolk—
mostly members of the Rucksack Club, and we owed a lot to them
for their patience and forbearance. They taught us technique,
leadership, and gave us a great deal of confidence. We often held
small practice meets on gritstone at Almscliffe, Stanage, Laddow,
etc., and these meets helped the novices a great deal. Our larger
meets in the Lakes and in Snowdonia, were well and truly organ
ised. Before setting out, "ropes" were arranged—a sound leader, a
good second, and a novice or two. If you were a novice, you car
ried the rope; if you were a second and your leader cared to
change her footwear on a difficult pitch, you carried her boots! I
have often carried Bray's boots when she changed to stockinged
feet—she always said I was a good second!
The phrase "a good second" brings to my mind a story told
about A. S. Piggott (he was one of our good friends of the early
days). He was staying near Fort William with some climbing
friends at the house of a certain lady (I don't know her age). Her
cottage was Victorian in style and in the living room was a framed
text—"Christ is the Head of this house". She took a great liking to
Piggott, and meted out many small favours to him. The rest of the
party resented this favouritism. One morning when Piggott came
down to breakfast the text on the wall had been amended to read,
"Christ is the Head of this house, Freddie Piggott a good second"!
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The first \\oincn to descend Gaping Gfnll
Catherine Corbetl, Dorothy Thoiip^on, Biddy Wells,
Dorothy Erans,Trilby Wells
Photo:

Trilby ll'ellt

The leaders did not spend all their time leading novices, on
some days they went off together to do something really big, while
the lesser lights practised leading each other on easier climbs.
In the evenings, after a full day's climbing, we still had plenty
of energy. I well remember how at Wasdale, we used to ride bare
back the fat grey pony and almost became permanently bow-legged
in the process. We also enjoyed lovely sing-songs—very often Gil
bert and Sullivan—Bray was an excellent pianist. I can still see
Lawson Cook singing the Mikado's song with suitable facial con
tortions! Some of us, with a leaning for drama, got up one-act
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plays. We distributed the parts beforehand which had to be learned
at home. Then, at the Meet, with only one rehearsal, we produced
our play, often inviting visitors from the other hotels or boardinghouses. In one play, Bray was an elderly farmer, and we spent
some time searching the fields and hedges round Coniston for odd
ments of sheep's wool to make her whiskers! We played charades
too; especially when staying at the Hut in a patch of bad weather.
I remember Gough (the smallest member present) as Moses in the
Bullrushes, squashed into a clothes basket; for a long time I owed
Dr. Taylor a grudge—I played Nelson and she played Hardy but
she refused to kiss me 'ere I died!

Starting The Descent
Photo:

Trilby Wells
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Six of us were the first women to go down Gaping Ghyll, at
the invitation of the Yorkshire Ramblers. This was a great adven
ture in those days, but now it is just an everyday occurrence. Of
the six I believe I am the only one left, and of the three of us who
were the first all-women's party to traverse the Cuilins from Glen
Brittle back to Glen Brittle, I know I am the sole survivor.
I shall always be grateful to the Pinnacle Club for the oppor
tunity of meeting so many interesting folk. I am proud of the var
ious climbs and expeditions done by our members in recent years,
and I trust that the Club will go on from strength to strength.
Who knows what the next fifty years will bring?
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THE OTHER SIDE OF THE CIRCUS
was a time, not so long ago, when I could stun my col.1 leagues (none of whom climb) merely by revealing that rockclimbing was not a simple matter of climbing up the rope. "What
do you climb up, then?" they would ask, their eyes widening in
gratifying admiration. "Even the steepest-looking rocks," I would
say, "have some holds on them"; and I could reinforce this by
holding my fingers a quarter-inch apart, indicating a hold that
would have had me shaking with terror if I'd ever actually been
forced to stand on it.
Too much has been written about telly-climbing by the partici
pants; nobody ever seems to have considered the effect of the
advent of the new sport on the unenterprising or mediocre climber
like myself.
Nobody, of course, now believes that you rock-climb by climb
ing up the rope, and the unwary might think this is an advantage.
It is, however, no such thing. Instead, my colleagues arrive with
bated breath. "Do you do that sort of thing?" they ask, plainly
ready to admire. Now there are two ways of answering this. A true
Stephen Potter addict, versed in the ways of one-up-manship, can
cope with no trouble, using the evasion technique. "Oh, I've done
one or two little things," you say, banking on any true Englishman
seeing this as a piece of modest understatement (and not realising
that the "little things" consist of a few V. Diffs. and the odd
Severe). Alternatively (and until recently) you could say, "Well, of
course, they're not exactly women's climbs", hoping that the hearer
will assume again that this is some sort of modesty, and that any
so-called "woman's climb" you can skip up with agility and no
trouble at all.
These useful responses have now been ruined. First of all,
some thoughtless females have gone and climbed hard things on
telly and proved it can be done. As if this wasn't enough, the tellymen have revealed to a fascinated world the fact that climbs are
graded. The layman can now fling around terms like V.S., or Hard
V.S., or even Excess. Now, if a colleague says to you, point-blank:
"Have you ever done one of these Excess climbs?", the situation
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becomes very embarrassing. Short of indulging in the lie direct,
you are obliged to admit that you have not. They move down the
scale: "Hard V.S?" "No." "V.S?" "No." Where once the mere
fact of setting foot on rock was enough to inspire the most flatter
ing deference, now you are obliged to watch the interest dying out
of their eyes. "Only Severe?" they say, with barely concealed con
tempt, "Oh ... oh well. I expect you enjoy it, anyway, don't
you?"
As a mediocre climber, my only hope is that the blase tellyviewer will get bored with climbing and have to titillate his jaded
palate with pot-holing or sky-diving. Otherwise, I foresee that I
shall have to get in touch with Mary Whitehouse (of clean-up tele
vision fame). Surely some of this climbing language is an affront
to the matrons of Britain? And inspiring small boys to take to the
hills in Spanish fell-boots and their mothers' clothes-lines is far
more dangerous to the nation than brawls in bars or the occasional
murder . . .
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CLIMBING PARTNERS
Angela Fuller

C

LIMBING partners are either ladies or gentlemen or blokes.
A gentleman always puts the heavy gear in his own sack and
carries the rope as well. He climbs competently, without fuss. He
smiles, though ruefully, when you drop the peg hammer. He takes
in the rope as you climb up to him, especially on the strenuous
moves, so that all you ever have to ask for is "slack". A gentleman
lends a hand around camp—fetches water, washes up, praises your
cooking even if you burn the sausages. He never lets you buy the
drinks. A girl gets looked after, by a gentleman.
A bloke rides in your car, eats your food, climbs on your
equipment. He talks you into leading strenuous pitches and when
you are committed on a crux he leaves go of the rope to light a
cigarette. Then he pretends that the rope has jammed so you half
drag him up. He curses as he climbs and moans about being "off
form" A bloke would bang pegs in a free climb.
Naturally there is no feminine equivalent of a bloke.
The young Winston Churchill, it is said, used to classify
ladies (for his own amusement) using as a measure "ships", thus
comparing them to Helen of Troy. Consider the variation he
would have found among us. For example:
Helen of Troy—a thousand ships
Elegant P.C. member at Jubilee Dinner—a fleet of
destroyers
A.M.F. in her climbing jeans—one small rowing boat.
A friend of mine had a similar system for men, only she used
"fifths" and based it on the fact that they are stronger than girls.
To break even, a man had to do three-fifths of the hard work,
failing that, he was not only a bloke but a weedy bloke, unfit to
climb with. Four-fifths men were well worth knowing. We enter
tained ourselves with this system on the wet days until eventually
a five-fifths superman came along and she married him.
One of the best climbs I ever did was with a perfect gentle
man called Roger. We were at Carnmore Crag which is a thousand
feet high and miles from anywhere except the Fionn Loch and the
•24
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most inaccessible Munro. Through its upper overhangs threads
Dragon, V.S., a grade that in Scotland can mean almost anything.
Having found Fionn Buttress, the classic of the crag, feasible in
the wet, Roger and I talked each other into an attempt on Dragon.
Above a grassy terrace half way up the crag two slab pitches
gained us a hundred feet. The difficulties then increased; would we
have to turn back? But Roger led the next section superbly. He
didn't waste time or moan or even mention that the protection was
indifferent, though the climbing was steep and complex. From the
stance the rest of the route looked fiercer still and utterly intimi
dating. And then we realised; with our single rope it was only pos
sible to abseil seventy-five feet and Roger's hard pitch had been
longer than that. We had managed to get committed after all.
Gruesome thoughts crossed my mind like "trapped in the Dragon's
lair". Never have I felt more aware of the consequences of a mis
take.
Before I had led many feet of my pitch I knew how it was.
Have you ever led a pitch that was too hard for you, too strenu
ous and too wet? Then you might understand how it felt to
struggle on like a fool, refusing to face facts and knowing only that
to retreat would be a waste of time. It should have been a chim
ney but it was an overhanging wall without normal resting places.
At last there arrived a tiny eyrie under a huge roof, protected by
two rusty pegs, and my escape route which traversed above a
plunging wall. Several times I tried the traverse and backed off. It
was necessary to commit myself to a downward mantleshelf onto
a minute handhold with nothing for the feet. If no more hand
holds materialised beyond, well, it was the ultimate in irreversible
moves. So I hung a chain of slings from the rusty pegs, to save a
second struggle up the "chimney", should I make an error of
judgement and get away with it. They were not necessary, but only
just.
Roger found it hard, too. He must have had a gripping time
watching me and I was afraid that he would never climb with me
again. At last his head appeared between me and the Outer
Hebrides and he was smiling. "Wonderful route" was his verdict.
"Best I've ever done." I knew he was a gentleman.
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Certain gentlemen are married to P.C. members and this can
mean partners for very hard climbs—in which case there may be
unexpected hazards, such as bombardment with watercress! This
happened on Cloggy, one Sunday in the June heatwave. Many
climbers were swimming in the llyn when Ken suggested Black
Cleft because it was not actually streaming with water. We soon
found out, though, that it was far from dry. Most of the watercress
came from the first pitch and most of it landed directly on me as
Ken tore it out in search of holds. There were very few indeed.
Fortunately Ken is the kind of climber who can manage without,
and after seventy foreshortened feet of slippery effort he arrived
safely at a belay. As I considered how to join him I realised what
a fine lead it was. The hand jambs were too slimy, my legs too
short to bridge across the wet, the runners much further apart
than they looked from below. It would have been a good X.S. in
the dry with the same technical difficulties. Ken's face above wore
the expression of one who really wished he hadn't come, though
far too polite to say so.
The second pitch was the same length, nearly as hard, not
quite as wet. In my turn I shivered on the stance. We were soaking
up the West Buttress drainage so effectively that we might as well
have gone for a swim—with our clothes on. Coiling the sodden
ropes afterwards was very laborious. But it was a great route to
have done, a superb natural line, one of those enjoyed more in
retrospect. The prophet wrote "in a few years, climbers will be
taking girls up the routes we found hard . . .". As Ken and I
walked round into the sunshine another girl was seconding "Nov
ember" and climbing very well. The prophet was right.
Occasionally there have been no climbing partners. I can
stand this situation for just one day, then the compulsion becomes
too much. Solitary walks just happen to lead to crags, a guidebook
just happens to occur in a pocket, and the rules get broken. Ex
cept on gritstone outcrops, a soloed climb is not enjoyed in the
normal way. Much of the time is spent hushing little voices that
Angela Faller on Kipling Grove
photo: lan Roper
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whisper "this climb may be your last". I climb with a guilty con
science as befits a breaker of the rules. All the same, I have never
yet been sorry after.
Once I was left out of the climbing arrangements by a crowd
of blokes in the Dolomites so I went with rope and crash-hat and
soloed the north-west ridge of the Cima Grande. Apart from the
whirring stones which passed (going the other way) the route was
quite easy and I reached the summit in half guidebook time. But
a thick mist clamped down and forced me to descend in a crash
ing, flashing hailstorm. Now my standard of climbing in the wet is
best not mentioned; nevertheless I organised a fairly safe descent,
even climbing up again when the abseil rope jammed. Yet with a
man in the same circumstances I should have been a complete pas
senger! Back at camp the blokes were in foul moods because of
the weather. It was sad that nobody chastised me for doing such a
stupid thing. Nobody said "what if . . .?" Nobody cared.
This year there has been no need to climb alone. I have
climbed with some very talented girls, plenty of gentlemen and
not a single bloke. There have been old routes, new routes, and
mountains at home and abroad. It has been a wonderful year.
Happiness is a cheerful climbing partner.
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SCAMPERINGS IN AFRICA
Dorothea Gravina

Y first scamper up anything in Africa was in 1924; I can't
even remember how it came about, or what it was we scam
pered up, but the ship made a two-day stop in Cape Town and
somehow I was snatched up by a burly young man from the
Mountain Club, tied firmly onto the end of a rope and brought
face to face with what seemed to me then an impossible piece of
vertical rock vanishing into the blue sky above. I remember being
very frightened but thrilled to the bone and eventually we emerged
onto the flat top of Table Mountain. No cable cars in those days
so it was doubly satisfactory to reach the summit and revel in the
fantastic views in every direction, with the little city of Cape Town
3,500 ft. below.

M

How different it is now! Cape Town is enormous, stretching
away into endless suburbs and the cable cars bringing up an end
less stream of tourists. I thought of all this last winter, when in
Cape Town again and absolutely no prospect of anyone to climb
with; so one day I scampered up Skeleton Gorge to have a look at
the top, up and up a nice little scrambly path among the heather
and many flowers. There are endless lovely walks like this, it is a
vast mountain complex. Then I was introduced to a doctor from
Bristol who knows the mountain from end to end and we were off,
every week up a new climb or scramble, up the rocky face, where
we met the Himalayan Taas, a sort of chamoix; a pair of them
were in captivity in the local zoo, and one fine day they got fed up
with this and took a flying leap over the top of the high wire fence
and vanished onto the mountain—perfect conditions for them,
endless rock up which they fly like the wind. Another glorious day
on the Wood Buttress climb of the Twelve Apostles, with the most
incredible rock shapes and pinnacles at the top and exquisite
flowers everywhere.
It is as well to be with someone who knows the Mountain, it
is enormous and only too easy to lose one's way or get caught out
when the "table-cloth" of dense white cloud lays itself over the
top and all landmarks disappear with disconcerting suddenness.
The edge of the "table" drops a couple of thousand feet and the
rock is notoriously loose and gives no clue at all to a safe way
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down; moreover on the hottest day below it can be almost freez
ing on top. Tourists from the ships come up in the cable car,
wander along the top regardless of the conditions, and there have
been some nasty accidents. Like all big mountains it must be
treated with respect.
The worst menace is fire, cooking meat over a blazing picnic
fire is traditional; but in a time of drought the whole countryside
is like a tinderbox. A sudden shift of wind and the dry grass is
alight and up go the flames, racing through the dry scrub and
among the pinetrees and up the mountain sides, often burning for
days, destroying every living thing and leaving miles of beautiful
mountain just bare, blackened earth instead of shrubs in bloom
and drifts of flowers. It is heartbreaking to see it happen. But then
the miracle, there is a little shower of rain and out of the burnt
earth come stalks with buds on them and suddenly there are bril
liant clumps of a kind of lily, no leaves, just the flowers amid the
desolation.
Another memorable day was on the Simonsberg some dis
tance from Cape Town, a line of rocky peaks rising straight up
from the vineyards and orange orchards, and like everything else
in South Africa, on a much bigger scale than it looks in that vast
land. We were threading our way through the orchards and euca
lyptus trees at sunrise, following the vague tracks up a steep, rocky
river bed, now dry in the universal drought. Up through the high
heather, turning a cliff here, scrambling up chimneys, ever steeper
and more spectacular, and the gorge narrowing till suddenly one
comes out at the top on a narrow neck, a sheer drop beyond to
the orderly rows of the fruit farms, far below, and distant ranges
of mountains all blue in the heat haze. Sheer cliffs towering on our
right and an easy scramble to the summit with a few spectacular
proteas still in flower. We sat for a long time up there, enjoying
deep satisfying pulls at our water bottles, looking out over endless
miles of sun-baked Africa. That is one of the charms of scrambling
in Africa, one can wander up things day after day without seeing
another human being, just this exhilaration of vast space from
horizon to horizon.
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SOME NIGHTS ON THE BARE MOUNTAIN
Mollie Porter

D

URING the past few years, in the course of my work and
leisure as a mountaineer I have, like thousands of others
spent innumerable nights "out on the hill", most fairly comfort
able and straightforward, but others tend to be carved into my
memory. The latter ones invariably remain so vivid not because of
the beautiful moonlit sky, sunset, sunrise, though I have had my
fair share of such delights, but rather because of the unusual
situation, danger or discomfort involved.
I could not afford a tent and a groundsheet when I started
climbing in earnest so I chose to buy the tent, having my priorities
right. I made-do with a small simple green cotton ridge tent.
Somehow I managed to survive a great number of Welsh week
ends in this tent but on one particularly bad night whilst camping
beneath the Grochan (in those days the Rock and Ice camped
beneath the Grochan and we, the Cave and Crag on the opposite
side of the Llanberis road). I had to abandon camp for the first
time. This was what they had meant by being "washed-out". I re
turned next morning to find a stream, a "new" milk white stream
flowing through my tent. A large tin of condensed milk had tipped
over into the water, and my memory of the following day is hazy
. . . The same little tent, still groundsheetless came to Glen Etive
on an Easter Meet again with the Cave and Crag. The weather was
bitter, and much snow was lying on the ground. After a long day
climbing on Stob Ghobar I returned to find my little tent had a
huge rip right across one panel thanks to an over-energetic High
land cow. The following nights were excessively cold as I had an
armpit length kapok sleeping bag, no groundsheet and central
ventilation.
My worst experiences have been in the Cairngorms in winter.
One magnificent crisp, sparkling winter's day, very still with the
snow lying heavily on the trees, I took a party of schoolboys to
camp by the upper lochan in Coire-an-Lochan. Jean's Hut was
still in Coire Cas during those days. In the late evening the weather
began to deteriorate—fast. Soon the winds were gusting over 85
knots. It was such a wild night that the Warden of the Shieling
was unable to drive back along the ski road to his home. I have
rarely been able to spend an undisturbed night out with a child31
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rens' group in winter, always an emergency occurs, and this night
was going to be no exception. The winds grew stronger, I waited
listening for the next gust to come screaming off the headwall of
the Coire. We had taken the usual precaution of bouldering-down
the tents which had poor-fitting door flaps and no sewn-in groundsheets, and now my companion had to sit up all night bracing
against the tent wall on the windward side and the boulders on the
leeward side to hold the tent on the ground. At one point it was
lifted bodily off the ground and swung round into a new position.
I was constantly out to attend to the needs of the children, there
could never be any question of allowing them to come out into the
blizzard. I had been out sixteen times when the poles on one tent
concertinered completely and the inmates had to be moved into
another tent. One lad was fast asleep under a blanket of spindrift.
The temperature before midnight was well below freezing but soon
after that it rose and I gradually became absolutely soaked to the
skin, literally. I searched for my rucksack and spare clothing in
the tent. It was nowhere to be seen and I have never ever found it
again. It was lifted from inside the tent at some point during the
storm and blown away. The next few hours I passed sitting shiv
ering, soaked, and seriously wondering if we were ever going to
get out of that terrible place alive. Conditions outside were so bad
that I had to bury my head by each tent during the gusts because
I could not breath in the whirlwind of snow and wind. We dare
not attempt to move camp until daybreak, but as soon as first light
came we gave the children food, packed up what equipment we
could manage, and anchored the tents with boulders, having flat
tened them first, and sped back to Glenmore Lodge. Everyone was
very concerned for our safety as the wind was still 45 knots at the
Lodge that morning and already a "rescue" party of one group had
set off to assist us. The children were completely unaffected by the
experience, some slept through the entire night, but for me it was
one of the most testing camps of my life up to that point.
Another epic camp in Coire-an-Lochan occurred during that
same winter. My husband and I had decided to camp and climb in
the Coire on our free day. We trudged from the Lodge with heavy
loads and soon found that we could not make more than one mile
per hour because the snow was so deep. I fell into a huge drift, and
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soon found, as my boots filled with water, that the drift was situ
ated over a stream. We were now too far on to turn back so we
decided to look for a camp site. By now the weather had deterior
ated into a blizzard and after a considerable struggle we managed
to pitch the tent "somewhere" in the Coire. I took my mitts off to
adjust a tent guy and tears involuntarily streamed down my face—
the pain from the cold was so intense. Next I could not remove my
boots which had now frozen solid with the water from my dip in
the stream, but I eventually got them off with my socks frozen to
the boots. Needless to say we returned early the next morning to
the warmth of Glenmore very exhausted from just trying to estab
lish a camp.
I wanted to camp on the summit of Cairngorm so one day,
after I had been on Lodge duties for an entire week and was feel
ing excessively restless, I set off alone after dinner for Cairngorm.
I arrived at the summit at 12.30 a.m., unfortunately it was capped
with mist; and on the way up I had started to think of the "Grey
Man of Ben Macdhui" now I discovered that I had forgotten the
tent pegs and angle pieces for the poles. I improvised, using the
tent, a polythene sheet and boulders. As I was right beside the
summit cairn pegs would have been of little use anyway since it is
practically a boulder field. By 3.00 a.m. my nerves were getting
the upper hand, there were grey men everywhere, I could not stay
a moment longer so I dashed off back into Coire Cas and sat in
the warm early morning sun cooking my breakfast while the chairlift staff were making their way towards their work. My husband
was jealous of this adventure so the same week, having been up
Cairngorm a further three times, I returned after a high level walk,
collected camp gear and spent my second, but far better night on
the summit.
Snow holes can be very excellent bivouacs if they are pre
meditated, and care is taken to construct them properly. During
one exceptionally good winter in the Cairngorms we constructed a
huge snow tunnel under the Aladdins Buttress in Coire-an-TSneachda which could accommodate eight people in comfort. We
could even stand up in the "kitchen" well. This hole we used every
week for a one-night bivouac during the entire winter of 1962/63.
This champion place was not obtained without some degree of suf-
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Bivouac in a Cairngorm wow-hole
photo: John Cleare

fering however. We were working with Eric Beard {Beardie) and
in this particular winter he was training for his 24-hour days and
incredible records that followed. He arrived at the site of the pro
posed snow hole later than the rest of us and having declared him
self tired disappeared for a sleep. We did not see or hear anything
from Beardie again until I was rudely awoken by a shower of snow
going straight down my neck as he clambered into the hole during
the middle of the night. He had fallen asleep and only just realised
that we were elsewhere! The remainder of the night passed with
out incident but I was awoken a second time by a terrible feeling
of suffocation—I opened my eyes and could see nothing. The tun
nel was filled with a swirling mass of spindrift—the wind had
risen and snow was pouring down the face and into our hole.
Everything was buried. Beardie declared that he was going back
to the Lodge and departed—we were busy digging our supplies out
when, after a change of heart, he reappeared and with cheery song
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and superb bacon butties soon dispelled all the anger we had felt.
The same snow hole was spotted (marked by bamboo pole) by a
camper in the Coire when his own tent had blown down. He spent
a good night in it and blocked the door next morning, thanking us
for our hospitality when we met him on his way home.
Since then I have spent nights out in all kinds of snow holes,
some just deep pits in the ground, others elaborate igloos, some
simple caves all depending upon the shape of the drift and quan
tity and quality of the snow, air temperature, etc. But one of the
coldest nights I have had was during a survival course in Norway,
winter, 1967. We were on an overnight bivouac at approximately
six thousand feet above sea-level in an area where Scott had
trained for his South Pole Expedition. The snow was perfect blocktype so with snow saw and shovel we soon erected a kind of re
frigerator, as it seemed later on. We were very hungry and tired
since we had a fairly long ski journey to reach the site and it was
dark. Our emergency rations were pre-packed and labelled in Nor
wegian. Neither my companion John Duff nor I could read the
labels at all so John set the mood by trying to eat the solid fuel
bar—it looked just like dehydrated meat bar. We managed on a
luke warm cup of chocolate after a particularly unpleasant cook
ing session with much smoke and little heat. By the middle of the
night I felt as if I had no sleeping bag at all, the cold was just eat
ing into me despite my brand new "Polar", so we were not sorry
when daylight came and we were able to eat our frozen sand
wiches (left from the previous day) and return to the superb warm
hostel in Finse. John later spent a night outside the hut in a rein
deer-skin "mummy" shaped bag which he said was extremely
warm.
I can think of many other uncomfortable nights spent baling
out water, holding up poles, lying in the heather/snow, finding my
bag covered in ice in the morning even though I was still warm
and cosy. I have only had an emergency bivouac once but I am
fairly certain that should the unexpected occur it could not be any
worse than some of the nights I have intentionally spent out on
the bare mountains.
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PLAYING AT ROBINSON CRUSOE
Margaret Darvall

M

OUNTAINS and islands both go part of the way towards
Blake's "infinity in a grain of sand" and probably most
climbers like islands. The sea at the bottom does something to
make even a small cliff more like a mountain than a big inland
outcrop.
Lundy, with ten permanent inhabitants, a longer (and often
rougher) crossing from the mainland than Dover to Calais, and
quite likely to keep you marooned a day or two longer than you
planned, has a whiff of wildness and remoteness out of proportion
to its pocket size—three and a half miles by a half. And there's no
telephone to the mainland. If you're storm-bound (as we were) you
have to send messages by radio.
July, when Nea Morin, Sue Long, Phyl Jackson and myself
were there, isn't the best time for climbing. Birds were nesting on
many of the best cliffs and musn't be disturbed. I was dive-bombed
one day by angry gulls when I got too near their nests. On the way
down to Seal Slab, which looked just the kind of climbing we
wanted, Sue and I nearly stepped on a large, fluffy chick and had
to retreat.
Apart from the bird hazard, it took us a long time to find the
climbs—it would have been easier with the six-inch map, but we
had no time to track it down in Ilfracombe. We were usually in
volved in interesting scrambles before we even saw the climb we
wanted: it's not easy to identify the right inlet from the top. It
needed two shots before we discovered one of the few climbs we
did, Flying Buttress. The first day we amused ourselves scrambling
down the side and saw it deserved its name—a huge natural arch
with the sea below. And we had a fine view of a magnificent V.S.
granite slab—Diamond Solitaire—on the flank of the buttress. To
climb the much easier buttress itself, you had to descend first—
unless you made a damp and seaweedy approach at low tide under
the arch, which we didn't fancy. We couldn't at first identify the
start, as it looked impossibly steep from above, but it proved easy
enough when we came back and tried it.
Devil's Slide, Lundy
36
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We spent the one gloriously sunny day exploring the east
coast—much softer and greener than the west, with a fascinating
path diving through tunnels of rhododendrons: they must be a fine
sight in the spring. The same day we climbed the Logan Stone, an
isolated pinnacle on the upper cliffs, the sidelands, which no longer
rocks.
We weren't a strong party and the tougher climbs—like the
superb Devil's Slide, a 400 foot slab—we were content to look at.
But we spent hours happily exploring and arguing about routes,
and watching birds and seals—the seals sang to us, but didn't like
it when we joined in.
It's not hard to understand why the ten inhabitants chose
Lundy. Climbing and idling there has the same magic as on the
Cornish cliffs, and you are several steps further into Cloud Cuckoo
Land.
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FOUR DAYS IN THE DESERT
or
"I'll Join a Camel Train and You Can Build a Mud Hut"
Janet Rogers

A

T least when you look at a mountain you get some impression
of whether you'll be able to climb it and what sort of difficul
ties you will meet. Even women. But when a mountaineer looks at
a van whose front wheel has just fallen off he may possibly have
no idea at all what has gone wrong or how to rectify it. Especially
women.

We had not stopped for long that night when some soldiers
started banging on the van windows with guns. By this time we
felt we were old hands at the game, so Brede who was sleeping
along the front seat just sat up and drove off, working the pedals
through her sleeping bag. When I woke up in the pale dawn light
some hours later and we were parked in what appeared to be a
very arid, desolate spot, I assumed hopefully that she was getting
breakfast. When I got around to opening my eyes I realised she
was still sitting in the driving seat.
"What have we stopped for?" I asked, hoping that we hadn't
run out of petrol in this wilderness.
"The wheel's come off." The reply was so calm that I thought
she meant one of the extra wheels from the roof-rack.
"Oh, a spare, which one?"
"No, the front wheel."
Obviously the other two had been woken by this happy morn
ing chat and there was a general explosion of noise, features and
emerging bodies from the depths of the van. We all piled out to
survey the damage which was obviously completely beyond our
mechanical capabilities which could just cope with changing wheels
and had once risen to "bleeding brakes" (by following the repair
manual step by step). This mass of molten, twisted metal was
clearly on a different scale. Unfortunately we were in a desert:
though we could clearly see a mud village about two miles away
and a large mud hut about half a mile down the road. But so
what? We stood and looked . . . and thought . . . and thought... we
were one hundred miles from any civilisation. (It later turned out
39
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that we were a mere twenty-eight miles from Ghazni—one-time
centre of a great Eastern civilisation; but it's era has definitelypassed and now its main claim to fame seems to lie in the incredible
density of flies per cubic inch of breathable air.)
Brede jolted us from our black thoughts and apathy by setting
off at a great pace, in her Scholl's sandals, towards Ghazni (I must
admit she did think it was only two, not twenty-eight, miles away),
soon returning to change into fur-lined boots which she thought
would be more suitable for the 90deg. in the shade (which didn't
exist anyway) of our patch of Afghan desert. I was most impressed
by this activity and had great hopes of Brede returning with break
down lorry and a Miracle Mechanic. Unfortunately, she returned
an hour later in a bus, hungry, having discovered that Ghazni was
further than she thought. So again we stood and looked . . . and
many locals materialised from distant mud villages and looked
and told us what to do (I think) . . . and gaily-painted lorries
stopped and looked and one of them eventually removed the wheel
and siezed bearings and stub axle (a part we came to know well)
and took the parts, Brede and Mary Anne off to Kabul, distant
wonder city where everything would be fixed.
So Audrey and I waited in the heat of the longest days I can
ever remember: the sun starts to make life unpleasant in a van at
6.00 a.m. and it never seems to set. Outside the van the problem
was the onlookers and would-be intruders. They wanted us to leave
the van to sample the delights of their "hotel"—the large mud-hut
we had noticed earlier: we had already eaten too many wrong
things and did not feel like adding to our problems in this way,
especially as we had so far escaped the attacks of fleas. So we
roasted for two days—as soon as we opened windows, fingers and
heads would appear, grasping, prodding, peering.
"Fatty" was worst—he was an Indian travelling salesman who
had three words of English so was used as interpreter—he could
do everything better than anyone else, so he hold us how to mend
the van, showed us how to sew (appallingly) as at the time we
were taking the sleeves out of our shirts the better to endure the
heat, and nearly sold Audrey an old European dress. The high
lights of our days were, going to wash-up a mile down the road
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where we amazed the local women by showing them the marvel
of Brillo pads, and, chief delight, the sun setting.
After two days Mary Anne returned—she'd lost Brede, there
were no Ford parts in Afghanistan and she couldn't get an Indian
visa. I was beginning to realise that to survive out here you have
to become fatalistic or go under. So we started on our, "If it's
going to happen, it will happen sooner or later," philosophy which
enabled us to get through the next two months fairly unscathed.
Mary Anne went back the next day to continue her visa efforts
and Audrey and I returned to our sun-tortured existence, planning
quite seriously what we would do if nobody had reappeared in a
week's time: Audrey would build a mud hut and I was going to
join a camel train.
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FORTY YEARS ON
Evelyn Leech

"Forty years on when ajar and asunder
Parted are those who are (climbing) today."

W

ELL, yes, a number of the members best remembered by me
when I joined the Pinnacle Club forty years ago are now
afar or asunder, but the knowing of them and the remembering of
them has been infinitely rewarding.
Fortunately for me I joined the Club in time to know all the
original members in their active years, all except Pat Kelly. How I
wish I had known her, and geographically, by how little I missed
doing so. There was I living just the other side of Moel Siabod
and often scrambling up its more precipitous Lledr valley face,
while these people were meeting at Pen-y-Gwryd and there bringing
the Pinnacle Club to life. But that was before cars had annihilated
distance. Even years later, when I and a friend had walked over
Siabod's shoulder in order to attack Snowdon, and having con
quered walked on down to Capel Curig on our weary way to the
train at Bettws which would take us the last five miles home to
Pont-y-Pant, the answer to our enquiry about the next bus was
"Tuesday". As the day was a Friday we just kept on walking!
"When we look back and regretfully wonder
What we were like in our work and our play"
I don't regretfully wonder at all—I remember vividly what we
were like. You can see from the photograph that we were so keen
to start the day's Hut chores we couldn't wait to get fully dressed.
But of course, our Hut was then our pride and treasure: the first
women's Club to have a Hut: we were as proud as—Oh dear, pea
hens doesn't somehow sound half as proud as peacocks! Neither
peril by water—lack of it in a tap and excess of it on the floor in
really wet weather, nor peril by smoke from the vast old chimney,
turned us away. One stormy night when Trilby Wells was stirring
the soup on the open fire the accumulated soot of years fell like a
thunder-clap, smuts falling on everyone and on the food, but only
Trilby was turned into a nigger-minstrel and didn't know it, won
dering why her startled friends shied away from her. But even
after that experience she came back for more and more. Since
then we have had it electrically swept and a patent cowl on the
chimney top, so no nigger-minstrels ever again.
4'J
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I remember one of the reasons I gave for having a Hut was
that we would get to know each other better that way. We did.
The incidents were many and varied, and because I was the first
Hut secretary they all came my way. The slightly hysterical mem
ber who, when a Primus flared up at her congratulated herself on
remembering to roll it in the hearth rug before flinging the whole
bundle outside. She'd evidently got it mixed up in first aid for
flaming people and first aid for flaming stoves, poor girl! I remem
ber a voice that floated up the stairs to me, "Lowe, it is a teaspoonful of tea for each person and one for the pot isn't it?" As
we were a party of nineteen even our commodious tea-pot would
have jammed solid. I particularly liked that one extra for the pot!

Hut working party
photo' Evelyn Leach
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Another said one day, "The fire's gone out and I laid it with tissue
paper." I was just in time to stop another from using pounds of
rice instead of a couple of handfuls. Like the teapot, I imagined
the whole hut full to the brim with swelled rice, the fan-light in
the roof gasping like a fish!
These were our academic members, the clever ones whose
theoretical work had prevented them, in those days of slave labour,
from doing more than boil a kettle or an egg. Hut life gave them,
in time, new skills, and in the meantime there were always some
old sweats who had lived and worked at home available to avoid
complete disaster.
Looking back, I think we were kind in those days, for we had
some hopeless associate members as far as rock-climbing was con
cerned, but there were always near-tigers who might otherwise
have been on Lliwedd's best routes or even experimenting on
Cloggy, who amiably lugged them up Lockwoods or the Ordinary
Idwal Slabs route once or twice a year, cheering them on to those
feats of do and dare.
"Afar and asunder." Every now and then I get a letter from
some exiled Pinnacler which warms my heart. The latest was from
a young member, which was all the more warming; "I do so miss
the Pinnacle Club and the special atmosphere that seemed to exist
on Meets."
"Follow on, follow on, follow on", and as long as they do a
septuagenarian need not worry about the future of the Club she
loves so well.
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IN THE BEGINNING
Hilda Tyler

T

HE first climb I ever attempted was the Ordinary Route at
Widdop rocks, the one which involves going over the Bulls
Horns. Until this event Ron and I had just been walkers, some
times with a group and other times on our own. During our walks
we occasionally saw climbers and every time I saw them I just
longed to have a go. At first Ron said he didn't fancy it, but from
the way he said it I knew if I worked on him he would change his
mind, and of course he did. Consequently one week-end when we
set off for a Sunday hike together we ended up at Widdop Rocks,
mind you when we left home I had no idea where we were head
ing because it was a surprise hike of Ron's and he wouldn't tell
me where we were going—I had to wait and see. Over the moors
we trudged, down to Castle Carr then up the hillside and on to
Pecket Well, after that along towards Hardcastle Crags. By this
time I had guessed what the destination was to be, but Ron still
said, "wait and see".
However—we arrived at Widdop. Mystery Buttress looked in
viting—the climb with the well worn obvious footholds must be
something anybody could climb, so off went Ron. I didn't mean to
be outdone, so I set off after him. At the time it seemed funny that
he made better progress than me (now I know all about a long
reach being an advantage but at that time I was an innocent on
the rocks and the thought never occurred to me), anyway, I got
stuck.
I shouted up to Ron, "I can't get up, I'm stuck".
"Go back down then", he replied. This idea didn't appeal to
me because I wanted to reach the top and I said so. Next thing a
rope was hurled down from the top and a voice with authority
said, "Stay where you are, don't move and tie on to the rope".
"What sort of knot shall I tie?" This question from me.
"Tie a bowline", was the answer. "Do you know how to tie
one?"
"Well I did when I was in the Girl Guides but that was ages
ago, I can't remember now."
Never fear though, help was coming up from the bottom of
the crag, another able body climbed up to me and neatly tied me
45
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Hilda Tyler on Bulls Horn. Widdop
photo:

Hilda Tyler

on with a bowline. Someone belayed at the top, someone else
climbed down to Ron and fastened him on in the middle and then
we were off (to the top of the crag not the bottom). The voice with
authority gave the required directions such as "right hand up a
bit," and "a foothold on the left". Eventually we were all three on
the traverse line, which we crawled along to the "bull's horns",
and here we were allowed to use our knees, up with the right, then
the left and then stand on the horns, after that quite easily to the
top.
This was our first of numerous climbs, but it was the only
time we ever had to stand and listen to a lecture on the safety of
climbing, delivered by "the voice" of course. After his sermon he
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was quite friendly and took us on some of the other climbs, he
even gave us a lift down to Hebden Bridge for our bus—it was a
bit inconvenient for me as he only had a motor bike which meant
I had to sit in the middle between him and Ron, but it was cer
tainly better than walking.
Widdop had wetted our appetites, Ron got a short rope from
work and we practised climbing on the rocks at Ogden Clough
which although short are quite awkward and hard. Yet our early
climbing days were not very continuous probably because we had
to use public transport which meant the crags we could visit were
few. Then one day we heard of the Yorkshire Mountaineering
Club, we joined, met Alan Austin, and that really was the begin
ning.
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A LONG WAY DOWN
Angela Kelly

T

HE weather was not too good in the Alps and in any case we
were due to return to Rome at the end of the week. Alan
tempted me with stories of vast untouched walls of limestone—
new routes—first English ascents—where?
The area is the Gran Sasso d'ltalia—a group of limestone
mountains which form part of the Appennines and can be reached
in three hours' driving from Rome. It is an area little known to
Italians except those who live in the immediate area, and rarely
visited by foreigners. Even so it has great potential, both as a
walking area (there is a long range of hills with enough huts to
make hut to hut walking a worthwhile proposition), and for climb
ing.
Alan had set his heart on exploring the vast west face of a
mountain called the "Cornu Grande". Five or six routes were
listed in the guide book, but these probably receive an ascent only
once in every two or three years. We were to discover why—the
hard way. Pretending that I understood the Italian of the guidebook
perfectly I announced that I thought we should try the route up
the Third Pillar—a mere grade III/IV rock climb. Alan was a
little more reticent, but even he had underestimated the face. We
set off really quite early the next morning—the route from the hut
to the face involved scrambling up a scoop onto the west ridge of
the mountain and ascending this to the subsidiary summit. We
were then at the top of the easy route on the face—a water-worn
gully. This had to be descended to reach the foot of our chosen
climb.
We started clambering down and traversing back and forth
across water-worn slabs to find the easiest way. In places the slabs
gave way to steep little rock steps, the rock was loose and if we
had put on the ropes there would have been nowhere to belay. In
any case, we thought, we would soon reach the foot of our route.
We were mistaken, the slabs continued for what seemed an etern
ity, and to add to interest snowpatches in the gully above us
started to melt and we had to dodge flying stones. We began to
realise just how large the face was. It really looked magnificent,
the way steep yellow limestone walls do as they first catch the sun.
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After soloing a few hundred feet more quite interesting slab pitches
we stopped to take our bearings and for Alan to take photographs
—after all he had the advantage of living in Rome so could study
the face in the comfort of his flat and prepare to make another
attack early next year.
The line of our selected route was superb. But it was already
well after 10 a.m., we had done more than 2,000 ft. of descent, the
route had a guidebook time of seven to eight hours which would
probably be nearer ten allowing for route finding, loose rock and
other hazards. We would have to be content to worship and study
the elusive "Paretone" this time. More stones came whirring down
at us—we took shelter and refreshment and discussed a plan of
campaign. Careful reading of the guide book (by Alan, I had
stopped pretending to understand Italian) revealed that we had
descended more than half of the P.D. route on the face. Why not
complete the descent, at least we could gaze at the rest of the face
and speculate wildly on new routes to be done by anyone mad
enough or organised enough to get there. Boundless possibilities;
really it was a superb face. A pity about that route we weren't
going to do. Then Alan adopted a serious air, we must press on;
so down and down again we went—more water-worn slabs, more
loose rock, until we reached the vegetation line. There our troubles
began—we ran into a complex arrangement of buttresses and gul
lies looking remarkably like a system of collapsed limestone caves.
The problem was to traverse these until a relatively easy route
could be found down to the valley. Very steep banks of earth and
limestone scree covered in knee high vegetation were not easy to
traverse, crossing the gullies was almost as bad—one scrambled or
rolled down banks of shale on one side and back up almost verti
cal vegetation on the other. I began to get cross, and, lovely as
hot Southern Italian sunshine might be, it didn't improve my
temper. Eventually we found the way and slithered on our back
sides down the remaining steep vegetation to the valley.
There was only one snag remaining—we had to get back to
the hut some 3,000 ft. above, and what should have been the path
had faded away from lack of use. There is a ski-lift up the other
side of the mountain.
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We had one day left of our holiday so did a fairly well known
route on the other mountain in the area, the Via della Crepa on
Cornu Piccolo. It was grade IV and fairly pleasant. At least it was
a consolation prize of sorts, we had done the first all-British
ascent, and my part in it was probably the first ascent on the face
by a British women.
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SABOTAGE
Barbara James

T

HE last time Barbara and I went hard climbing was about a
year ago when we attempted the Super Direct at Malham
Cove. This ascent was forestalled after surmounting the first over
hang when, in the top rungs, I found that the next bolt was mis
sing. Obviously, an inconsiderate leader, most probably male, had
extracted it during a rapid, involuntary descent. I had no alterna
tive but to retreat since not even the thinnest bootlace would jam
behind the remnants of the bolt. So, cursing bolts generally and
men particularly, we left Malham.
We vowed we would succeed on our next target, Cemetary
Gates, but once again we overlooked the schemes of men. They
began the evening before, when they plied us with beer, quoting,
"No respectable climbers do extremes after a dry night". Hence,
after a good evening we went to bed suitably late and the next
morning ... we got up late! During the kit sorting session, I
found my favourite clogs were missing, presumably "lost" in Ron's
sack. Speechless at this perfidity we were delayed again whilst I
bought replacements. Surely now we could reach the foot of the
Cromlech. But this was not to be, for a cryptic male message had
been left ordering us to finalise dinner arrangements for the even
ing, so this consumed another valuable hour.
It was well past mid-day when we left the car to ascend the
screes. We cast glances to our left at the very black cloud which
had followed us from Bangor and had waited for us at each stop
en route. I was sure we were wasting our time; however, as neither
wished to carry the responsibility for another failure, we were soon
at the foot of the cliff.

I was about to start kitting up, thinking no more male inter
ruptions could occur, when I noticed a long-haired, already kitted
male leader sneaking past towards the scramble to the foot of the
route. This was the last straw. With alacrity we re-donned ruck
sacks and accepted the challenge. He, in his haste, slipped on the
first easy slab and his wide open rucksack spewed forth his lunch
and some equipment. With unladylike chortles we ascended as he
descended and were almost ready when he returned. After a verbal
battle, he bowed to the inevitable and I started to climb.
51
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The climb had fewer problems than getting on to it! After a
hard move up and left from a peg, I found myself not quite resting
on the arete. It was comforting to have several good runners on
each rope between me and the ground. The next section from an
old tree stump I knew to be the hardest, and so it proved. Sweaty
hands (male?) had polished the stump and I was more than thank
ful when the wall was beneath my trembling heels. The remainder
of the crack I enjoyed, with frequent rests, to the airy stance
120 ft. above my second. At this point, the wind got up and
enormous hailstones showered down. It felt very lonely. I was
glad it was Barbara's turn to climb. The wind blew the ropes
above my head and into the Corner, and my hands were numb.
Could it really be only September? I was glad when Barbara was
belayed beside me and I could move again. A short pitch with the
joys of no rope drag and then up to the Valley. How inappro
priately named. That night they made us buy the wine. Can we
ever win?
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MEMBERS ACTIVITIES
Britain
Many members now climb regularly at a high standard, sev
eral classic V.S's in different parts of the country including Scot
land, also hard V.S's are now falling into the category of "an easy
day for a lady". Janet Rogers appeared on the Anglesey Television
Spectacular in September, 1970, climbing with the Hollywell
brothers on Tyranosaurus Rex, she was also with them on the
first ascent of this route.
In recent years members have diversified their interests in the
outdoors, taking in sailing, pot-holing, and ski-ing. Jo Fuller has
turned her attention to pot-holes and though no serious expedi
tions have as yet been undertaken her appetite has obviously been
whetted and no doubt this subterranean world will see a lot more
of Jo. Ski-ing is becoming a popular and exciting alternative to
winter climbing both in Britain and in the Alps. The Cairngorms
lend themselves to ski-touring for the energetic in February and
March, and of course it is essential to be a powerful walker to
take full advantage of ski-ing in Wales and the Lakes.
Alps
No doubt many members climbed in the Alps during the past
two summers; notes have been received from five people.
The summer of 1969 started tragically with the death of
Mairet Picken on the Zmutt Ridge of the Matterhorn. An obit
uary appears later in this Journal.
Jane Taylor and Angela Kelly climbed in the Alpes Maritimes in France. They completed four rock routes, and were turned
back on the fifth by an incipient thunderstorm. They would re
commend the area to other English parties; the weather is prob
ably better than in the Alps proper, the people are very friendly,
and it is visited by very few English parties, so that an English
cordee feminine is something of a surprise. It is virtually exclus
ively rock-climbing on gneiss, although there is snow-climbing in
the Argentera group. Its only disadvantages are rather loose rock,
especially on the easier and descent routes, and a tendency to
wards fairly violent thunderstorms in the afternoons, which may
limit slower parties.
Barbara James climbed with her husband in Vercours, the
Dolomites, and Chamonix. In Vercours they climbed Gaucci's
53
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Pillar, the Voie de la Double Breche on Gerbier, and La Pelle or.
Mont des Trois Bees. In the Dolomites they found the south face
of Chiarazzes superb and describe it as being similar to the Comici
on the Cima Grande but freer, with a delightful 400 ft. traverse in
the middle. At Chamonix they took advantage of the snow for
summer ski-ing, and later satisfied a long ambition by climbing the
north face of the Petit Clocher du Portalet—a superb route, mostly
artificial.
1970
Angela Faller climbed with Sheila Cormack and Robert West
in the Mont Blanc massif. They climbed La Nonne (traverse), Col
des Amethysts which should have been Aiguiles d'Argentiere,
Tour Noire and the Aiguille de Blatiere by most of the RyanLochmatter route. With Robert West only Angela climbed
Aiguille de Charmoz (traverse), Mont Blanc from the Italian side
via the Dome Glacier, Dent de Geant by the Voie Normale from
the Torino Hut and the Petit Capucin by the East Face also from
the Torino Hut.

Sheila Cormack on Tours Noire
photo; Angela Faller
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Angela Kelly climbed with Alan Heponstall taking in the
South West Arete on the Moine, a walking route on Monte Rosa,
and Zinal Rotharn traverse.
Barbara James climbed with her husband in the Dolomites
making several first female and/or first British ascents. Routes are
as follows: Mugoni Spitze by the Catinaccio grade VI/A2 first
female and first British, Furcetta north face grade VI, Torre
Giallo by the Pala grade V+/A1 first female, Cima Grande by
the Comici route grade VI possibly the first British female ascent,
Via Abram on Piz Ciavazes grade VI - /A2 and Scarf Ridge V.
and four other routes around this standard.
Gill Cannon climbed in Central Switzerland on the Gletchorn
and Salbitschijen. This area is only just becoming known to Brit
ish climbers but no doubt the recent publication of an English
guide book by Jeremy Talbot will add to the attraction of this
area. Many of the routes are not long but well worthwhile and
cover a wide range of standards.
Cyprus
Alwyn Walford spent two weeks in Cyprus and writes as fol
lows : —
April is the perfect time of year for climate, flowers, birds,
sightseeing, walking and climbing (a little bit chilly for swim
ming). Kyrenia is an excellent base for making excursions into the
Kyrenia range of hills which are wooded and carpeted with
flowers. There are many small limestone peaks which offer excel
lent scrambling and some good climbs. For information on the
latter it would be best to write to the R.A.F. in Limassol who are
very keen and an active group of climbers. The Troodus range of
mountains are much higher and a larger group but offer no climb
ing as the limestone peaks have been weathered away. They are
very pleasant for walking and there is ski-ing there in January and
February.
Himalayas
Janet Rogers was a member of the British Women's Hima
layan Expedition which ascended two peaks in the Padar Hima
laya. The first was Gael, 17,700 ft. climbed by Brede Arkless,
Janet Rogers and Niki Clough, the second was Sheen 18,500 ft.
climbed by Brede Arkless and Niki Clough.
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MEETS REPORTS — 1969 and 1970
Annual Dinner, February 1969, held at Pen-y-Gwryd Hotel
The dinner was as usual well attended.
Saturday morning was bright, cold and sharp and the moun
tains were covered with deep snow which had fallen earlier in the
week and was crisp and firm.
A few enthusiastic skiers went off in search of suitable slopes
and other groups managed walks and outings varying in standards
of difficulty and duration.
The Dinner, as usual, was pleasantly informal. Alwyn Walford set the mood for the speeches by introducing and welcoming
the guests in an amusing and sparkling manner, and Dr. Michael
Ward proposed the toast to the President and the Club. The Presi
dent replied giving a brief report on Club activities and Miss E.
Starkey acknowledged the Pinnacle Club's welcome and hospi
tality.
After the meal Ken Wilson, entertained us with a very inter
esting and witty slide show, which tried to illustrate the real place
of women in the mountains.
An even brighter Sunday morning encouraged more people to
seek ski-ing slopes and we should like to thank Barbara James for
lending members equipment and for giving a number of them first
rate instruction.
Later on Sunday members were invited to Ogwen Cottage,
where we saw Baroness Felicitas von Reznicek's film taken at an
international gathering of women climbers during the previous
summer at Engelberg. This was followed by a showing of 'The
Hazard" and then coffee and biscuits were served. We should like
to extend our thanks to Ron James and his staff for this hospi
tality.
We should also like to thank Mr. C. Briggs and his staff for
their consideration and welcome and for helping this meet to be a
success.
As this was Margaret Dan/all's last Dinner as President I
should like to thank her for her tremendous enthusiasm for, and
support of, all our activities.
Gill Cannon on Gletchorn

photo: Brian Fuller
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Easter Meets

The official meet to Lundy did not take place due to lack of
support. Several members spent some time at the club hut.
April 26-27
A successful Hut Cleaning Meet was attended by Janet
Rogers, Jo Fuller, Dorothy Wood, Angela Faller, Gill Cannon
and daily visits by Evelyn Leach.
May 24-26

Spring Holiday Meet
The official meets to Arran and Cornwall did not take place
due to lack of support. Several members spent some time at the
club hut.
July 5-6

Tranearth Coniston Joint meet with the L.C. & C.C.
Members present: Shirley Angell, Pat Daley, Sheila Crispin,
Angela Faller, Peggy Foster, Gill Cannon, Bertha Rostron, Frances
Tanner, Dorothy Wood, Denise Wilson, Christine Sheard.
Guests: Philippa Champion, Joanna Pitts.
L.C. & C.C. Members: Aida Sutton, Norma Hibbert, Mar
garet Kirk, Alice Palmer, Ute Weinert.
Although this was a ladies' meet at Tranearth it did not deter
some male members of the L.C. & C.C. putting in an appear
ance—curiosity perhaps! Saturday was spent on Dow Crag, wea
ther cold but climbs from V.Diff. to V.S. performed. Sunday spent
round in the lovely Duddon valley on Wallobarrow. Four mem
bers went to Langdale. Weather warm and sunny, very inspiring
to members who were once again tackling the popular and not so
popular routes. Members departed for home having enjoyed a
good weekend and the hospitality of the Tranearth Hut and the
L.C. & C.C.
September 13-14

R. O. Dowries Hut Froggatt
Members present: Angela Kelly, Angela Faller, Bertha Ros
tron, Gill Cannon, Christine Sheard, Sandra Gamble, Pat Daley
for dinner on Saturday only.
Guest: Joan Garniss.
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Not a well attended meet. Members climbed on Stanage on
Saturday and on Froggatt on Sunday. Weather cool and damp.
October 4-5 Yorkshire Meet
Members present:
At Horton-in-Ribblesdale: D. Arning, A. M. Adam, E. M
Clarke, M. Darvall, A. Shaw, E. Wells, M. Wood, C. Woods.

At Gritstone Hut, Ribblehead: J. Fuller, A. Faller, H. Jones,
C. Sheard, F. Tanner.
Guests: Mr. Shaw and Timothy.
This was an enjoyable meet in fine weather. On Saturday the
walkers climbed Penyghent, then walked along the ridge and back
over Horton Moor. On Sunday the main party went by way of
Sulber Nick on to Simon Fell and South House Moor. Jo Fuller
and Angela Faller had their first experience of pot-holing. They
were guided, assisted and persuaded through the Lost John System
by four Gritstone Club Members. According to Jo it was a tre
mendous trip. The Sunday was spent climbing at Twistleton.
Frances, Helen and Christine also climbed Whernside. On the Sat
urday evening members showed colour slides of their holidays.
November 1-2 Anniversary Meet, Club Hut
Members present: Shirley Angell, Gill Cannon, Pat Daley,
Margaret Darvall, Angela Faller, Dorothea Gravina, Angela Kelly,
Dorothy Lee, Sue Long, Evelyn Leech, Nea Morin, Vera Picken,
Janet Rogers, Alwine Walford, Kate Webb, Peggy Wild, Annette
Wilson, Denise Wilson.

Day Visitors: D. Evans, M. Kershaw, M. Oldham, A. Rey
nolds.
Guests: P. Champion, S. Cormack, J. Pitts, J. Turner, H.
Tyler.
As usual the Meet was well attended, some members camped.
After early rain Saturday brightened, most members climbed in
the Pass while a group of five walked over the Rivals. Sunday was
cold and windy. A party walked over the Glyders, another party
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climbed Snowdon from the Hut and a third party walked to Glad
stone Rock by the Watkin Path, six people climbed at Tremadoc
and three climbed in the wind on Craig yr Isfa. A satisfying Meet,
five stars to Evelyn who excelled with the menu and somehow
managed to feed everyone in one sitting on Saturday night.
January 3-4 New Year Meet, Pen-y-Gwryd Hotel
Members present:
At the Club Hut: Gill Cannon, Hilda Tyler, Peggy Wild,
Denise Wilson.
Guest: T. Maddox.
At the Pen-y-Gwryd: Suzanne Long, Winifred Jackson, Chris
Wood, Annette Wilson.
Guest: J. Garnis.
Margaret Darvall, Nea Morin, Sheila Crispin, Evelyn Leech
and Janet Rogers come to the Meet and the Dinner but were stay
ing elsewhere. Very snowy excursions to Moel Siabod, Lliwedd
and Carnedd Llewellyn were made.
Annual Dinner, February 21-22, 1970 Glenridding Hotel,
Glenridding, Ullswater
Owing to the change-over at the Old Dungeon Ghyll Hotel
we were unable to hold our dinner at our usual Lakeland venue.
Little climbing was done due to the very wet blustery weather and
most people preferred to walk either in the Dovedale or Grisedale
area, and a small group skied on the patchy snow on Kirkstone.
The meet was as usual well attended, and members ate a par
ticularly good meal. Angela Kelly proposed the health of the
Guests and Kindred Clubs, Brian Crofts of the Climbers' Club
replied, then Janet Rogers spoke on behalf of the Pinnacle Club.
March 27-31 Easter
Informal meet at the Club Hut. It was agreed that bank holi
day meets this year should be informal as they have not been well
attended during recent years because so many members prefer to
spend these holidays with their families.
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April 18-19 Malham, Yorkshire
Members present: Angela Kelly, Jo Fuller, Sheila Cormack,
Christine Sheard.
On Saturday they climbed on one of the gritstone outcrops
and on Sunday they did the Three Peaks walk.
May 2-3 Spring Cleaning Meet
Cancelled due to lack of support.
June 20-21 Rawhead Cottage, Langdale
Members present: Shirley Angell, Isobel Lawton, Bertha Rostron, Kate Webb, Gill Cannon, Angela Kelly, Alwine Walford,
Peggy Forster, Margaret Darvall, Frances Tanner, Christine
Sheard.
Guests: A. Sutton, Joanne Palmer, Steph Rowland, Hilda
Tyler, Sheila Cormack.
Day Visitors: Angela Faller, Denise Wilson.

We were fortunate to have a weekend of beautiful sunny
weather coming in the June heat-wave. The crags were exception
ally dry so some excellent routes were accomplished. On Saturday
most of the party went to Gimmer and enjoyed a variety of routes
including Gimmer Crack. Angela Faller and Angela Kelly walked
to Scafell and climbed Chartreuse and Great Eastern with the Yel
low Slab variation. Margaret Darvall and Alwine Walford went
to Bowfell. On Sunday, Pavey, Tarn Crag and Gimmer were
visited and climbs were combined with swims in Stickle Tarn.
Angela Faller, Hilda Tyler and Shirley Angell climbed Stickle
Grooves, and Joanne Palmer and Sheila Cormack did Rake End
Wall. We should like to thank the F.R.C.C. for the use of the
delightful Raw Head Cottage, and the members who attended for
making this a most enjoyable meet.
July 18-19 Club Hut
Members present: Gill Cannon, Denise Wilson, Hilda Tyler,
Angela Kelly, Pat Daley, Jean Dilnot, Biddy Burgum, Nea Morin,
Alwine Walford, Shirley Angell.
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Guests: Caroline Washington, Steph Rowland, Joanne Palmer,
Anne Shepherd, Isa Wostenholme.
On Saturday one group went to Cwm Sillyn and climbed
Outside Edge and the Ordinary route. Another group went to
Tryfan and climbed between them Terrace Wall, Grooved Arete,
North Buttress, Cheek Climb, Belle Vue Bastion, and the whole
group assembled on the summit. On Sunday a group climbed
Creag Dhu Wall and Oberon at Tremadoc, while another group
climbed Amphitheatre Buttress on Craig yr Isfa.
September 12-13 Gritstone Meet, R. O. Downes Hut, Froggatt
Members present: Shirley Angell, Sheila Cormack, Jo Fuller,
Helen Jones, Christine Sheard, Dorothy Wood, and Angela Faller
on Sunday.
Guests: Joanne Palmer, Anne Sullivan.
All went to Bamford Edge on Saturday and the Pinnacle
Club was the only group climbing there. It was a bright, warm
and sunny day and the rock was dry so everyone climbed until
exhausted. Sunday was cold and windy and as there were a great
many people climbing on Froggatt the Pinnacle Club went to Curbar until heavy rain sent members scurrying back to the hut. A
great variety of routes, which were ascended in a variety of inter
esting and amusing ways, were climbed throughout the weekend.
September 26-27 Dorset
Cancelled owing to a knee injury to the meet leader.
October 3-4 North Yorkshire Moors, Hawnby
Members present: A. M. Adam, E. Clarke, S. Cormack, D.
Lee, J. Fuller, V. Picken, A. Shaw, C. Sheard, E. Wells, C. A.
Woods, M. Wood.
Guests: Mr. Shaw and Timothy, H. Rees, J. Lancaster-Jones,
H. Reed.
Saturday was fine but blustery. A good walk following the
"Cleveland Way" along the Hambleton Hills, over Arden Great
Moor and back to Hawnby. Jo Fuller and three members went to
climb at Wainstones, Hasty Bank and Peak Scar. The next day
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they climbed in Scugdale whilst the walking party went over Hasty
Bank and Cringle Moor.
November 7-8 Anniversary Meet, Club Hut
Members present: Evelyn Leech, Jane Taylor, Shirley Angell,
Gill Cannon, Sheila Cormack, Pat Daley, Angela Faller, Dorothea
Gravina, Helen Jones, Sue Long, Gwen Moffatt, Nea Morin, Janet
Rogers, Hilda Tyler; Avis Reynolds joined the party on Sunday.
Guests: M. Dowthwaite, Pat Keene, Joanne Palmer, Steph
Rowland, Anne Shepherd, Anne Sullivan.
On Saturday, a reasonable day, the majority of the party went
round to Ogwen and made ascents of several routes (Monolith
Crack, Gribin Slab, Zigzag). Two ropes, notably, made ascents of
Tennis Shoe (A. Faller and Shirley Angell, Hilda Tyler and M.
Dowthwaite). Meanwhile other members of the meet walked over
Lliwedd, or over Cnicht and the Moelwyns. Sunday was less prom
ising, but an intrepid group climbed Pinnacle Rib in rain and a
gale; a large part of the meet, however, was content to stay in the
hut.
December 13 One day Meet to the Roaches, Staffordshire
Members present: Christine Sheard, Jo Fuller, Sandra
Gamble, Sheila Cormack.
Guest: Anne Shepherd.
The day started rather miserably but two members chose to
climb while the other three went for a walk along the edge. Later
the weather brightened and an enjoyable day was had by all.
January 2-3 New Year Meet, Pen-y-Gwryd Hotel
Members present: Suzanne Long, Margaret Darvall, Maud
Godward, Winifred Jackson, Chris Wood, M. Dew, Dorothy Arning, Penny Storey.
Mabel Oldham, Mary Kershaw, Nea Morin, Evelyn Leech,
Gwen Moffat with Antonia Leech and Isa Wolstenholme as guests
did not stay at the hotel but came to the Meet and the Dinner.
Some people struggled up and around Moel Siabod, snow condi
tions on Sunday encouraged people to leave early.
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MAIRET PICKEN (November 1947 to July 1969)
Joined the Pinnacle Club in 1966

F

ROM a very early age Mairet accompanied her mother, her
older sister and brothers to the mountains and managed to
walk up Snowdon during the summer preceding her fifth birthday.
It was with the Pinnacle Club that she first rock climbed. She
was only twelve and her mother's guest at the Whitsuntide meet.
When she was older and wished to join the club, she attended a
great variety of meets, and on her first visit to Froggatt managed
to cope admirably with the difficulties of ascending fierce cracks
and of creeping up thin slabs wearing her heavy boots. At this
stage of her climbing she did not do much leading but was always
keen to join in these activities and to increase her experience.
When she was 17 she joined the Chester Mountaineering Club and
climbed with them in North Wales.
In 1964 the family moved to Bridge of Alien and Mairet,
who was still at school, joined the Ochil Mountaineering Club,
and was able to ski, climb and walk with this group.
It was with the Rucksack Club of the University of Dundee,
where she began studying medicine in October, 1966, that she
really developed her potential as a mountaineer and became one
of the club's most enthusiastic, energetic, competent and respected
members. Her outings with this group are numerous and varied
and took her to many parts of the Highlands. During the summer
months she concentrated on rock climbing and favoured the re
mote atmosphere of the Black Cuillin of Skye. She lead many of
the classic routes including the Crack of Doom, the Cioch Direct
and lead through on Petronella, as well as seconding harder
climbs.
Winter excursions included visits to Lochnagar, Glen Clova,
Derry Lodge and Glen Coe. In order to learn more about winter
climbing, Mairet took part in a most successful Ice and Snow
course run by Hamish Mclnnes in Glencoe in March, 1968, and
accomplished some good climbs in fine conditions.
Sometimes she just simply enjoyed walking in the Northern
Highlands and had ':£antastic" days in glorious sunshine and pour64
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ing rain on lesser known mountains and ridges.
Mairet had developed many interests and had a very large
circle of friends. She played squash, enjoyed sailing, coped easily
with her academic work and when still only 16 spent a cycling
holiday, mainly in France, with Alison Lamb and Ruth. Before
they returned to England they had suitably celebrated 1,000 miles
of Continental roads.
The summer of 1968 was spent in Norway with Alison and
two fellow climbers, and it was Mairet who managed to lead the
party up the Direct Route on the Romsdalhorn.
After a busy and full season in Scotland, Mairet and Ruth
set off for Chamonix at the beginning of July, 1969 and on arrival
began the task of getting fit. They walked up the Brevant, then
went up to the Couvercle Hut from which they climbed La Nonne,
but they were forced to descend to the valley because of bad wea
ther, which lasted for a few days. During the following fine spell
they did the Aiguille du Purchelle, the N.N.E. Ridge of the
Aiguille de I'M, and the papillons Arete on the Aiguille du Peine.
Their letters and scribbled notes describing these wonderful
places and fine routes convey their warmth, happiness and a com
plete enjoyment of the climbing.
They went to Zermatt on the 19th July, and went straight up
to the Hornli Hut, from which they set out to do the Zmutt Ridge
on the following day. They did not return.
To Mairet's mother, family and close friends we particularly
extend our sympathy.

Jo FULLER.

MARRIAGES
Pat Wood—Laurence Henry

...

...

11th April, 1970

BIRTHS
To Kate Webb, a son, Joseph, born
...
To Dorothy Wood, a daughter, Suzanne
Margaret, born ...
...
...
...
To Christine Sheard, a son, Michael, born ...

5th May, 1969
3rd December, 1969
1st January, 1970
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ROPE BOY by Dennis Gray.

Gollancz 1970.

Price £2.50

Most climbers who started at eleven were behind their parents
or an equally mature relative. Gray started when he wandered into
a quarry at the Cow and Calf and was captivated by the sight of
Dolphin on "a vertical holdless face". For hours he watched,
clutching his bottle of lemonade, and when the men left he went
home a different boy. Shortly afterwards he was back—with an
older lad from his scout troop who owned a rope.
By the time he was twelve he was out every weekend at Ilkley
or Almscliffe, then came his association with the Bradford Lads:
a free-wheeling, hard-climbing group which didn't survive the
death of Dolphin, and Gray, who by then had climbed a great
deal with him, took off for the Army Pay Corps and the Rock and
Ice.
He became Joe Brown's "gentleman's gentleman": a brewer
of tea, carrier of ropes and repository of stories. A little Joe-lore
escapes, enough to make us sorry there isn't more. But his own
stories are fascinating right from the start for he doesn't look back
from his pinnacle and flinch at his irresponsible youth. He re
counts with delight stories such as that of the stolen motor bike
which the Rock and Ice stole back from the police and, after car
rying it over fields and hedges, returned it to its unrightful owner,
the Pale Man.
There are horror stories: the huge third man who kept com
ing off Red Wall of Craig Rhaeadr, with Joe, the leader, encour
aging him to have yet another go, and Gray, the imploring terrified
second, powerless to hold him, wrenched off his belay and sus
pended head downwards every time.
He goes to Cornwall, winter Scotland, the Alps, Himalaya,
Peru, Yosemite, and he takes the reader with him. His prose is
precise and passionate and he is wholly sincere. There are no em
bellishments, no selfconsciousness and he tells the story of his
expeditions, warts and all, but with ultimate discretion.
He admits his mistakes, as in the agonising account of his
attempt to hold a falling second with a shoulder belay and no
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gloves. Burned to the bone, he was unable to do so, and he never
recovered the strength of his fingers.
His last chapter is the climbing scene as he views it, wonder
ing if an elite is forming, the members of which are more con
cerned with their image than with rock—a bad thing when new
comers to the sport take their values from the mass media. He
thinks that if something is not done now climbing will become
only another commercialised spectator sport on a par with football
and boxing.
He doesn't favour a national club (maintaining that British
climbing is founded on the intimacy and independence of small
clubs) but a national school of mountaineering where guides and
chief instructors would have two years' training, not neglecting
literature and art, and at the end should gain the equivalent of a
university qualification.
Training programmes as they stand put too much emphasis
on achievement, too little on the means to attain it. He deplores
institutions but admits that masses of certificates are better than
one dead body, but he would prefer neither.
His emphasis, coming to a climax in this chapter, is on the wellfounded, well-tried traditions. You draw rapidly to the end realis
ing this is a great autobiography: the man has told you more than
he is aware of himself. He is worried about losing the cultural
values of climbing and with Rope Boy he has himself perpetuated
them.
GWENN MOFFAT.

THE WORLD ATLAS OF MOUNTAINEERING edited by Wil
fred Noyce and lan McMorrin. Nelson. Price £4.50
The World Atlas of Mountaineering is a mouthwatering book,
both to read and for the superb photographs. An ideal way to
spend a winter evening sitting in a comfortable armchair (too
heavy to read in bed) to plan a climbing holiday for some future
date.
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It is inevitable that in a book of this scope certain mountains
familiar to some readers will be omitted. We all have our favour
ites. However, it was delightful to see and read about many of the
places where I have had enjoyable climbing holidays such as
Kashmir, Corsica, the Ala Dag range in the Taurus Mountains,
the Alps and last but not least the British Isles.
The text always gives a general description of the area and
invariably an excellent map and accurate account of the historical
background as to who made the first ascents. This is not surprising
when one knows the high standard of Wilfred Noyce's previous
book.
For climbers there will always be fresh worlds to conquer and
a study of this delightful book will provide the inspiration for
turning fireside dreams into reality.

ALWINE WALFORD.

ROCK CLIMBING IN WALES by Ron James.
Price £1.50

Constable 1970.

There is a tendency to choose a climb one has heard of. Many
such climbs occur in this new guidebook by Ron James, who des
cribes two hundred of his favourite routes in Snowdonia and on
Anglesey. Using this book the visitor can select quickly worth
while climbs without perusing all the guidebooks now available.
The 240-page volume is packed with information of immediate
practical interest, including the facilities of each area, the vital
statistics of each crag, and the type of climbing to expect there.
Up-to-date mountain rescue procedures are explained clearly.
All the selected climbs have been led at least once by the
author, and they are evenly distributed among the grades of diffi
culty. Ron James' gradings differ slightly from those found in the
C.C. guidebooks but his system is explained clearly and can be
used for comparing the climbs he describes. In any case the dis
crepancies are mostly in the H.V.S./X.S. region, where personal
opinions are expected to differ, so this should not worry P.C.
members unduly. Ron James seems to be saving his hardest grade,
ES + , for climbs of-the future!
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A star system is introduced to distinguish between the best
climbs in an area and certain classics 'whose charms are difficult
to appreciate at the moment of ascent'. Thus we have Main Wall
on Cyrn Las, S + , 465 feet, ***, (three stars being the maximum)
and Monolith Crack, VD + , 160 feet, significantly without any
stars. Since the two hundred routes are shared by thirty-five crags,
there are obviously not many route descriptions per crag. How
ever the author mentions many other good routes for climbers
with initiative. This is fair enough. To find routes from a mini
mum of information is very good practice even for Scotland, not
to mention bigger hills abroad. Ron James takes no chances,
though, as far as getting off the crags is concerned. He always
specifies the easiest way down.
There are fifty-seven photographs for information and some
of them are very good. It is a pity that the labelling is inconsistent
and that one shows a second belaying the leader while facing into
the cliff.
The book seems robust and at the same time light enough for
an anorak pocket. Misprints and bizarre spelling do occur, for in
stance the verb "to jamb", but the meanings are plain. One sus
pects that Ron James assumes all climbers are male and not very
sure of themselves—"clip into a peg ... for protection and then
descend to the ledge for a smoke". Still, it is the personal touch
that distinguishes this from all the other guidebooks!
There is a great deal of information in this book and most
climbers would agree largely about the recommended routes. The
book succeeds in what it sets out to do and is excellent value. It is
written by a man who wants others to enjoy the climbing he knows
so well. With this most useful guide-book you should have the
kind of fun Ron James had writing it.

ANGELA FALLER.
THE BOOK OF MODERN MOUNTAINEERING Malcolm
Milne. Arthur Barker Ltd. 1968. Price £3.50
At first glance this book presents a collection of excellent
photographs covering all aspects of mountaineering. Closer ac
quaintance reveals a comprehensive text, contributed by a battery
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of experts on subjects ranging from "television climbing", to the
remotest areas of Alaska and Antarctica.
"Modern" is defined as "post-war", and the emphasis in most
articles is on recent developments, although one sometimes feels
that the contributors have themselves been left a little behind by
these modern trends, with correspondingly disappointing chapters.
All the articles have been written especially for the book,
which has a unity often missing from other anthologies, yet this
fails to avoid a certain amount of repetition. Contributions cover
all the world's major climbing areas, from the Himalaya to Yosemite, the Eigerwand to Greenland, and there are chapters on geo
logy, snow conditions, technique, equipment, medical hazards,
mountain rescue and mysticism; plus a special bonus chapter by a
woman on women's mountaineering. The approach is refreshingly
varied, with technical articles, "straight" accounts of climbs, for
instance, Houston's article on the American K2 accident, and sur
veys, such as that by Bonnington on the Eiger. Altogether, an
enormous amount of information is contained in the text, which is
itself dominated by excellent photographs of high quality, both in
content and reproduction. Colour and black-and-white are used,
ranging from double page to snapshot size. Such topics as "The
Old Man of Hoy", and "The Trolltind Wall", are covered effect
ively by captioned photographs alone. Others would be better
treated in this way, where the text is too short to convey much
information. Particularly disappointing, are the articles on the
Lakes and on North Wales, which are too short and concerned
with historical developments, to include much of modern interest.
Indeed, historical description is a fault of many chapters. "The
Background", written by T. S. Blakeney, in most cases overlaps
the others' content, and deals with it far more informatively.
Errors are few, though "Kirber" and "Montanvert" are too
good to be forgotten. Unavoidable in a book of this sort, is the
speed with which it becomes out of date. Published in 1968, it is
already incomplete in view of the most recent mountaineering
achievements. Nevertheless, the photographs alone should provide
enough stimulation for any armchair climber.

SHEILA CORMACK.
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GEORGE MALLORY by David Robertson.
1969. Price £2.25

71

Faber and Faber

There already exist, as Mr. Robertson has himself pointed out,
at least four biographies of George Mallory (two English, one
German and one French). It is unfortunate that the author of this
biography of Mallory gives us no information about his personal
reasons for thinking that a fifth is necessary.
A new biography of a notable figure might be necessary for
two reasons. Firstly, it may be that a considerable amount of new
material might have become available for the biographer; sec
ondly, it may be that time has added a new perspective, a newdimension, which might make a reappraisal necessary.
Certainly, Mr. Robertson makes available to the public a con
siderable amount of new, unpublished material in the form of let
ters to and from Mallory, and this may have led him to think that
his function was adequately fulfilled. But this unpublished mater
ial, while fascinating in itself, is really not enough. What is fas
cinating in Mallory is not information, sheer recounting of the
facts and events of his life, but something more fundamental. To
be precise, Mr. Robertson does not appear to have considered two
major problems posed by Mallory, and which could have provided
intriguing subjects for debate and discussion.
The bare outline of Mallory's life might suggest, in fact, that
except in one respect (his outstanding ability as a mountaineer and
rock-climber), Mallory was rather a mediocre young man. He was
not, as Mr. Robertson himself admits, an intellectual. He appears
to have been a not wholly satisfactory schoolmaster (p. 65, and
c.f. Graves' Goodbye to All That). His one concrete achievement,
his critical study of Boswell, was to some extent invalidated by the
discovery soon afterwards of the Boswell journals. Yet this man,
with no great claim to intellectual or other eminence, was friendly
with and admired by men like Lytton Strachey, Rupert Brooke,
Robert Graves, Geoffrey Keynes, etc. Why? We must assume, and
it is confirmed everywhere, that he possessed above all charm.
The blurb tells us that Mr. Robertson's book "succeeds in convey
ing Mallory's immense but unselfconscious charm"; it is over-
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optimistic. Certainly, he quotes letters and accounts which suggest
the reasons for Mallory's charm, but he himself makes no attempt
to analyse the source of this charm, or to give any summary of his
sources. Mr. Robertson could, presumably, have contacted those
who knew Mallory and asked them to attempt an analysis of Mal
lory's attraction; this would in itself have been a valuable addition
to our understanding of Mallory.
Another aspect which Mr. Robertson completely ignores is
that of the growth of the Mallory legend, surely one of the most
fascinating problems posed by the man. For many, Mallory is a
legend, a symbol of a mountaineering Golden Age. Why? After
all, Irvine too died on Everest, and yet there is no Irvine legend.
Is the source of the legend Mallory's heroic, and still mysterious
death on Everest? The possibility that he reached the summit?
His genius as a climber? These are questions which Mr. Robertson could and should have asked himself, and the fact that he
shows no sign of having asked them seems to me to show a cer
tain lack of insight in his approach.
On the purely factual side, on the story of Mallory's life, Mr.
Robertson is probably accurate; I am not a competent judge. Cer
tainly, he gives a very full account of the vicissitudes and events of
Mallory's life. If the reader is, as I have said, obliged to make his
own assessments and interpretations, he is at least given an abund
ance of material on which to work, and the latest biography of
Mallory is in this respect at least an improvement on Sir David
Pye's. But, if I may be allowed one final word of criticism, is it
really necessary to say "perched atop a rough rock" (p. 18), when
what is meant is simply "on a rock"? Too much of Mr. Robertson's style is on this rather pompous level.
This biography will give the reader the opportunity of know
ing Mallory better, but it can certainly not be regarded as the last
word on the subject. It will undoubtedly be necessary for someone
to bring rather more reflection and consideration to the assessment
of Mallory's character and achievements.

JANE TAYLOR.
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ENCYCLOPAEDIC DICTIONARY OF MOUNTAINEERING
by Peter Crew.

Constable 1968.

Price £1.50

An encyclopaedic dictionary, by definition, is one which gives
information on all branches of a subject. Were such a work avail
able, it would have much to offer both the experienced mountain
eer, who wishes to extend his knowledge of the mountain environ
ment, and the interested layman who perhaps wishes to enhance
his enjoyment of telly-mountaineering. The present work would
seem to have little to offer anyone—it is simply not comprehensive
enough. Surely the vocabulary of mountaineering extends to more
than a mere 560-odd words?
The book gives an extensive coverage of all the types of
equipment with which the modern rock climber burdens himself.
An equally extensive guide can be obtained, free of charge, from
the catalogues of the various shops which sell climbing equipment.
It also gives brief explanations of various techniques employed in
climbing on rock, snow and ice, together with definitions of terms
used to describe the physical features of mountains. It is in this
latter field that much more interesting and relevant information could
have been given, at least in the form of references, Twenty-eight for
eign terms are defined, not nearly enough to be of any value in inter
preting Continental guide books, and a puzzling selection in them
selves. The omission of any detailed information on mountain
rescue techniques and equipment seems strange in the face of the
inclusion of a number of fatuous colloquialisms which will be out
of vogue in 6 months.
The illustrations, by Brian Evans, are disappointing, in view
of his usual high standards, and in some cases, superfluous. The
appendices are useful, especially the general index of English and
foreign terms, which had it been extended would have made a
valuable book in itself.
The encyclopaedic dictionary costs £1.50. So does the Con
cise Oxford Dictionary.

KATE WEBB.
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THE BOOK OF ROCK CLIMBING by Walt Unsworth.
Barker 1968. Price £1.25

Arthur

Walt Unsworth has written this book especially for boys and
girls who are interested in climbing. He explains the "how" of
rock climbing very clearly and also manages to imply the "why".
His instructions are simple and logical and he always gives the
reasons why climbers should follow them.
The emphasis throughout is on safety and the climbs recom
mended are no harder than V.Diff. Classic routes on many crags are
mentioned: it is to be hoped that the young people are not put off
by highly-polished holds!
Most of the book is concerned with the techniques and safety
precautions used in free climbing but the penultimate chapter
describes artificial methods. Clear and plentiful photographs illus
trate important points; some show climbers in action on the lessfrequented crags.
There is very little with which one can disagree. Hemp waist
lines are included as acceptable and it is predicted that "harness
type belts . . . may become popular". Thus one is reminded that
this book appeared in 1968.
The book finishes with the necessary information on Moun
tain Safety, a list of useful addresses, and one of other books
worth reading, so that the novice whose appetite for climbing has
been whetted knows were to turn next.
At £1.25 this book, which captures the fun of climbing, would
be an ideal present for a keen youngster. The other members of
the family would appreciate it, too.

ANGELA FALLER.

EIGER DIRECT by Peter Oilman and Dougal Hasten. Collins
1966. Price £1.80
This book is the result of the combination of the remarkable
climbing talent of Dougal Hasten and the journalistic ability of
Peter Oilman giving us the best of both worlds. Add to that the
spectacular and awesome photographs of Chris Bonnington and in
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"Eiger Direct" we have a fitting tribute to John Harlin who died so
tragically when so close to fulfilling his ambition.
The book gives a blow by blow account of the climb culmin
ating in the exciting summit push and makes enthralling reading
for all mountain addicts.

DENISE WILSON.

THAT UNTRAVELLED WORLD. AN AUTOBIOGRAPHY.
by Eric Shipton. Hodder & Stoughton 1969. Price £2.25
Eric Shipton turns out to be nothing like the grim ascetic of
his reputation. This is true even of his Patagonian journeys, where
vicious wind and rain narrowed his enjoyment to "positive exul
tation in the violence of the elements". His distaste for big expedi
tions grew from the delight in wild places which is the mainspring
of his book, because their heavy-footed clutter dispels the wildness.
To say that he is unspoiled by success is a monumental under
statement. He can't believe his good luck and it is good luck for
the reader too. His "innocent eye" for the pleasures of climbing
and exploring and personal contacts, as well as "the other eccen
tricities" he mentions ("cooking, dancing, shopping in supermarkets
and the smell of the London Underground") survives unquenched
and uncorrupted; neither disappointments, like the loss of the
Everest leadership, nor climbing fashions and rewards dented his
integrity. Each incident of the story (Mount Kenya, Kashgar,
Nanda Devi, the Karakoram, Everest and Patagonia) conies over
with fresh enjoyment.
It is typical of what Shipton rightly calls his "imaginative ap
proach" to climbing that he says the Mount Kenya traverse in
1930 was the hardest climb he ever did, and that as President of
the Alpine Club he made his first Alpine climb for thirty-seven
years. As he says: "After Mount Kenya I became less and less
concerned with the mastery of technical difficulty, or even with the
ascent of individual peaks, but more and more absorbed in the
problems and delights of movement over wide areas of mountain
country."
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Quotations give a hint of the flavour of this delightful book.
"In these delectable surroundings we spent the night." "My ankle
was still painful and as I had to hold my foot flat and rigid I
found it hard to keep up with the others, but this did nothing to
mar my happiness." "He (Tilman) suggested that I should join
him for a fortnight's climbing in the Lake District. I replied with a
counter-proposal that he should join me on a seven month trip to
the Himalaya and he readily agreed."
Shipton makes it easy to forget the stature of his achievement
in the enjoyment of the story—and that is another achievement
almost equally rare.

MARGARET DARVALL.
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ROBERT LAWRIE, LTD.
Alpine & Polar Equipment Specialists
54 SEYMOUR STREET,
MARBLE ARCH, LONDON, W.l.H. 5WE.
Telephone: 01-723 5252
Telegraphic <&_ Cables Address : Alpinist, London, W.i.J

Business Hours :
Mon., Tues., Wed., Friday—
9 a.m.-5-30 p.m.
Late closing—Thursday, 9 a.m. - 7 p.m.
Early closing—Saturday, 9 a.m. - 12 noon

CLIMBING AND SKI-ING
BOOTS
Continental and British Patterns

WE ACCEPT REPAIRS TO ALL BOOTS
OF OUR OWN SUPPLY

CLIMBING CLOTHING AND
EQUIPMENT
including new Survival Equipment: Jumars, Descendeurs
Glacier Smocks, Zdarsky Sacks, etc.

ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE ON APPLICATION
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